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ABSTRACT
Because the theory of strong interactions is mathematically intractable, it is necessary to 
make approximations which preserve phenomenological features of the theory in order to get 
answers to practical questions. This thesis explores two such techniques: 1 ) the chiral bag 
model is used to investigate the nucleon-nucleon potential and 2) perturbative QCD is used 
to investigate the pion form factor. An extensive introduction is presented to make the thesis 
more understandable to a wider audience of people otherwise unfamiliar with particle physics.
ix
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
The Standard Model includes quantum chromodynamics (QCD) as the theory which explains 
the strong interaction which binds quarks into nucleons and nucleons into nuclei. It is mathe­
matically intractable and it requires the use of various approximation techniques in order to get 
any real results out of it. In this thesis, two such techniques will be explored. The chiral bag 
model of the nucleon incorporates confinement and chiral invariance, two features which are 
known to be relevant, into a simple model of the nucleon, which is then used to calculate the 
nucleon-nucleon potential. In the second example, perturbative QCD is used to investigate the 
pion form factor. I t is desired in this introduction to present the background for these inves­
tigations in a way which will allow a wide audience of students and lay people to understand, 
at least in a general, qualitative sense, the theory and techniques involved and the motivation 
behind them. It will present a very basic introduction to the standard model and some of the 
history behind it. It has been necessary to carefully pick and choose the material to be discussed
2
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3here, as a  complete introduction to the subject would be a book in itself. The subject has been 
approached in a way which emphasizes the main points of the thesis and many very interesting 
topics have been skipped altogether. There are many valuable texts which have been useful in 
compiling this material [l][2][3] and the interested reader is advised to consult them for a more 
complete account.
1.1.1 T he Structure o f  M atter
At this point, it is more or less common knowledge that m atter is made of atoms of various 
elements. The atom consists of a number of electrons which occupy shells or orbitals surrounding 
a massive core or nucleus. The electrons have a very tiny mass, 9.1 x 10- 3 1 kg, and a negative 
electrical charge, —1.6 x 10~1 9C. They are point-like objects as far as anyone knows. The nucleus 
is made of protons and neutrons packed very closely together. Both protons and neutrons are 
very massive compared to the electron, having a mass about two thousand times the mass of 
the electron, or about 1.67 x 10- 2 7 kg. The proton has a positive charge equal in magnitude to 
that of the electron, or +1.6 x 10~1 9 C. The neutron has no charge. Protons and neutrons are 
both called nucleons as they are the constituents of the nucleus. Because they have opposite 
charges, the electrons and protons are attracted to each other by the force of the electric field 
which the charges generate. The protons and neutrons having large masses end up occupying 
the center of the atom. The electrons are relatively light and have a lot of kinetic energy so they 
occupy the space surrounding the nucleus. The atom thus consists of a dense, central nucleus 
surrounded by a cloud of electrons. The number of protons in the nucleus is called the atomic 
number, Z, and the number of protons plus the number of neutrons is called the mass number 
or atomic mass, A. An atom is neutral as a whole so the number of electrons must equal the
R eproduced with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
number of protons. It is possible to add or subtract electrons from an atom, in which case it 
becomes an ion. The nucleons have a diameter of about 1 x 10- 1 5m, or 1 fermi (fm) while 
the orbitals in which the electrons are found have a diameter of about 1  x 1 0 - 10m, a factor of 
100,000 larger than the nucleus. The atom is thus mostly empty space.
The electron, as far as we know, is a fundamental particle, that is, is has no internal 
structure; it cannot be broken down into anything smaller. Protons and neutrons, however, 
are not fundamental and are made up of smaller particles called quarks. The two lowest mass 
quarks sire the up and down quarks, u and d. The u quark has a charge of 2/3 (in units of 
the fundamental electron charge) and the d quark has a charge of —1/3. The proton is made 
of two up and one down quark giving a total charge of + 1 , while the neutron is made of two 
down and one up giving a charge of 0 .
As the negative electrons are bound to the positive nucleus by the electrical force, the 
quarks in the nucleons are bound together by another force, stronger them the electromagnetic 
force, called, appropriately enough, the strong force. The electrical force between two static, 
or motionless, charges is a special case of a more general force called the electromagnetic force. 
Particle physicists view the electromagnetic force as arising from the exchange of particles called 
photons between charged objects. Photons are very special particles which have no mass and 
always move at the speed of light, 3 x 108 m/s. In a similar way, the strong force is mediated 
by particles called gluons, because they are the glue which holds the nucleon together. The 
electromagnetic force has infinite range, no matter how far away from a charge you get, you can 
still feel the electric field created by it. The strong force, on the other hand has a very short 
range, acting only over distances on the order of the size of the nucleon. Outside this range, it 
has no effect. This is fortunate, because otherwise all matter would collapse as the strong force
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5caused nucleons everywhere to come crashing together.
1.1 .2  T h e H istorical Perspective
J. J. Thompson’s discovery of the electron; The grandfather of electron beam  
accelerators
The previous paragraphs have laid out the stage as we now know it. It is helpful however, to go 
back in time to the beginning of this century and review a couple of the experiments that led 
us to our present knowledge. It will give historical perspective and provide a context to discuss 
some basic principles.
In 1897 J. J. Thompson discovered the electron [4]. Prior to this time, it was known that 
there existed two types of charge, positive and negative, that like charges repel and opposite 
charges attract according to an inverse square law: F 12 =  The concept of the electric
r l2
and magnetic fields was developed. A charge is the source for the electric field which, in turn, 
exerts a force on other charges according to the rule F  = q E . A charged particle in a uniform 
electric field is accelerated in the direction of the field if the charge is positive or in the opposite 
direction if the charge is negative. A magnetic field is created by moving charges or currents 
and, in turn, exerts a force on other moving charges according to F  =  q~v x B , where v is 
the velocity of the charged particle and B  is the magnetic field. Because of the cross product 
of the two vectors, the force exerted by the magnetic field is at right angles to the direction of 
motion of the particle. A charged particle which is shot at right angles into a region of uniform 
magnetic field follows a circular path of radius r  =  m v/qB .
With the electric field (a vector) is associated a scalar field called the potential. Potential 
differences are defined by the work required to move a charge from one place to another in
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the electric field. In a constant electric field, the voltage difference between two points is just 
minus the electric field multiplied by the distance between the two points: V12 =  —E  ■ d12. 
Prom the point of view of the potential, a  free charge in an electric field is accelerated by the 
potential difference, measured in volts. A high voltage produces strong forces and accelerations 
on charged particles. Voltage differences may be developed by connecting batteries or generators 
to metal electrodes.
At this time other experimenters had observed the formation and properties of what were 
called cathode rays. Two electrodes are placed in opposite ends of a sealed glass tube which is 
filled with a gas at low pressure. These electrodes are then attached to a source of high voltage. 
As the pressure inside the tube is decreased, the formation of a glowing beam between the 
electrodes is observed. This luminous discharge was attributed to  cathode rays. The negative 
electrode is called the cathode and the positive electrode is called the anode. If an object is 
place between the cathode and anode, it is observed that the object casts a sharp shadow on 
the anode. This is an indication that the cathode rays travel in straight lines and originate at 
the cathode, which is why they are called cathode rays.
Thompson used a cathode ray tube which was modified to include an electrometer, a device 
for measuring electric charge. Figure 1-1 taken from his paper with a slight modification, 
shows the device. A voltage applied between cathode A and anode B produced cathode rays, 
some of which traveled through a hole in the anode. In the absence of other external fields, 
the cathode ray would travel straight across the tube and produce a  luminous spot on the 
tube, C. A magnetic field generated at right angles to the plane of the figure was observed 
to deflect the beam. By adjusting the strength of the field, the beam could be deflected so 
that it would enter the hole at D and be captured in the Faraday cup E. When this occurred,
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7Figure 1-1: J. J. Thompson discovered the electron using a cathode ray tube similar to this [4] 
[3].
Cathode
lectrometer
an electrometer attached to the Faraday cup indicated the accumulation of a negative charge. 
When the magnetic field was changed and the beam no longer entered the Faraday cup, the 
charge did not accumulate. This was convincing evidence that the cathode rays consisted of a 
beam of negatively charged particles. “Thus this experiment shows that however we twist and 
deflect the cathode rays by magnetic forces, the negative electrification follows the same path 
as the rays, and that this negative electrification is indissolubly connected with the cathode 
rays.” In order to define more precisely the nature of these particles, Thompson did another 
experiment which measured the ratio of the charge to mass, e/m.
Another cathode ray tube was constructed as shown in 1-2 . The electrons axe emitted by 
cathode C and axe accelerated toward anode A by an applied voltage. A slot in the anode 
allows some of the beam to pass through. The beam shape is sharpened by another slotted 
electrode, B. The thin, flat, beam proceeds between electrodes D and E which have a length Z, 
and then on to the end of the tube where a luminous band appears. A voltage applied to D 
and E causes the beam to be deflected away from the center line. For small angles of deflection
R eproduced with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
Figure 1-2: The cathode ray tube used to measure the charge to mass ratio of the electron [4]
[3]-
Fic. a
the angle is given by
6 = qEl
m v2 (1.1)
The electric field was removed and a magnetic field applied at right angles to the plane of 
the figure causing the electron beam to be deflected to an angle
0 = q2B 2l2
m 2v2 (1.2)
The magnetic field was adjusted to make this deflection equal to the deflection in the electric 
field. The two equations can then be solved to get
q _  E  
m ~ W l (1.3)
Using present day values the ratio q /m  , which for the electron is written e/m , using the
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9symbol e for the value of the charge on the electron, we obtain
— =  1.759 x 101 1C/kg (1.4)m
The very large value compared to those obtained from similar experiments on ions indicated 
that the particles involved must have a very small mass compared to atoms. These negatively 
charged particles of very low mass came to be known as electrons. Shortly thereafter, Millikan 
determined the value of the fundamental charge, e, and observed that any arbitrary charge was 
always a multiple of that charge. The present value is about e =  1.6 x 10- 1 9C. The mass of the 
electron, m e, is then calculated to be 9.1 x 10“ 3 1kg, indeed, a very small mass, much smaller 
than the mass of atoms. It was no longer possible to believe that the atoms were the elementary 
constituents of matter as it was now clear that the electron was much smaller than any atom. 
Thompson proposed the “plum pudding” model of the atom in which the tiny electrons are 
suspended in a larger spherical blob of positively charged matter. This was soon refuted by 
another important experiment.
But, in this prototypical electron beam experiment, the first of many elementary particles 
was found. The tradition of this experiment continues to the present in larger, fancier electron 
beam accelerators. At the Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility in Newport News, 
Virginia, electron beams are accelerated by electric fields and deflected by magnetic fields 
till they reach energies of about 4 GeV, four billion electron volts. (An electron volt is the 
energy gained by an electron when it is accelerated through a potential difference of one volt. 
leV = 1.6 x 10- 16joule). From the recorded velocities of Thompson’s electrons we can estimate 
that his electrons had kinetic energies of about 5 keV, five thousand electron volts, about a
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million times less than those of the modem accelerator.
E. O. Rutherford’s discovery of the nucleus; The prototype of collision experiments
Thompson had discovered the electron and this led to the supposition that there was some 
kind of internal structure to the atom. How could this structure be investigated? One some­
how needed to make a very powerful microscope. But optical microscopes, which use light to 
investigate the structure of small objects, are limited in resolution. Visible light waves have 
wavelengths on the order of 10_ 7 m. This limits their resolution to about the same size. Atoms 
are much smaller than this and it was necessary to see inside an atom. Light waves can also, 
according to quantum mechanics be viewed as particles, called photons. From this point of 
view, the microscope works by shooting a stream of photons at a small object, which scatters 
the photons, and then our eyes measure the scattered photons. The image we see in the micro­
scope is just a map of the way the photons scatter off the object on the microscope stage. The 
wavelength of the wave is related to the momentum of the associated photon by
A =  h/p  (1.5)
where A is the wavelength, h  is Planck’s constant, about 6 . 6  x 10-34joule seconds, and p is 
the momentum of the photon. So a wavelength of 10-7m corresponds to a photon momentum 
of 7 x 10~27kg m /s. In order to resolve smaller objects, we must use particles with a higher 
momentum.
In 1913, E. O. Rutherford published the results of an experiment which he and his graduate 
students, Geiger and Marsden, had done in which they had scattered a beam of alpha particles
R eproduced with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
off of silver and gold atoms [5]. It had been previously discovered that some elements spon­
taneously emitted different forms of radiation. Three forms of radiation had been discovered, 
alpha, a, beta, f3, and gamma, 7 . It was soon recognized that alpha was actually tiny particles, 
positively charged with a mass about equal to the mass of an atom of helium. Beta was found 
to be just high energy electrons and gamma was recognized to be very high energy photons. 
These radiations could penetrate matter to differing extents. Alpha could be absorbed by a few 
sheets of paper. Beta had more penetrating power; it could go through more sheets of paper. 
Gamma had the greatest penetrating power; it could go through several inches of lead. Alpha 
particles could be detected by observing their hitting a fluorescent screen. In a dark room, one 
could bring an alpha source, radium for example, close to such a screen and see tiny flashes 
of light whenever the alpha particle hit the screen. Rutherford took some radium and put it 
in a block of lead with a tiny hole out of which a beam of alpha particles could escape. He 
directed the beam at a very thin foil of gold or silver. The whole apparatus was encircled with 
a fluorescent screen as shown in figure 1-3 [2] taken from his paper [5]. The graduate students 
would then sit in the dark for hours while their eyes became acclimated and then they would 
record the number of flashes that occurred and at what angles. The alpha particles were being 
used as little bullets shot at the atoms in the foil.
The alpha particles have an energy of about 5 MeV, or 8  x 10" 19 J. At this low energy, 
the momentum of the particle is related to its mass and velocity by the equation of newtonian 
mechanics:
p =  m v  (1 .6 )
where m is the mass of the particle, about 7 x 10~ 2 7  kg, and v  is the speed of the particle. The
R eproduced with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
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Figure 1-3: Diagram showing Rutherford’s experiment in which he discovered the existence of 
the nucleus [5] [2].
The apparatus used by 
H. Geiger and E. Marsden for studying che 
scattering o f  alpha particles. R is the alpha 
particle source, enclosed in a lead holder 
within the vacuum container B. A tine 
beam o f alpha panicles passes through the 
slit and strikes a thin metal strip. F. The 
alpha particles that pass through the strip 
strike the fluorescent screen S and are 
observed through the microscope M. 
which, with B. can be moved around TF. 
|From Philosophical Ala^azinc 25. 60-1 
< I V I 5 ) . ]
energy is given by
E  = \m v 2 (1.7)
Given the energy and mass we find the velocity v =  2  x 104  m /s and the momentum 
p =  1 x 10- 2 2  kg m/s. The laws of quantum mechanics tell us that at these very small distance 
scales, particles can exhibit wavelike behaviors in the same way that fight waves can exhibit 
particle behaviors. The relationship between momentum and wavelength is the same in either 
case. So for the alpha particles we find
A =  h/p  =  6 . 6  x 10-34/ l  x KT 22  =  7 x 10“ 12 m (1.8)
about one tenth the diameter of an atom. It makes a good probe for the structure of the atom
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because it has a small enough wavelength. Note that the Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator 
Laboratory generates electrons with an energy of around 4 GeV. At this energy the wavelength 
of the electrons is 0.3 fin or 3 x 10- 1 6  m, a wavelength suitable for probing the internal structure 
of the nucleons themselves.
When Rutherford used his alpha particle microscope he found a  very surprising result. Some 
of the alpha particles were bounced back from the foil. It had been expected that they would 
just go through the very thin foil. Rutherford said it was as if you had shot a cannon at tissue 
paper and the cannon ball had bounced back at you. The only way the alpha particles could be 
bounced back at such large angles is if they had hit some dense, massive object inside the atom. 
The Thompson model in which the electrons are distributed in a spherical blob of positively 
charged jelly does not have such an object and could not account for this result.
Rutherford drew the conclusion that there must be a central, massive, positively charged 
core in the center of the atom which we now call the nucleus. He then calculated how a quantity 
called the cross section for alpha scattering varied as a function of scattering angle using his 
new model and he found the results agreed very well. The cross section describes the proportion 
of particles in an incident beam which are scattered at a particular angle, and it is related to 
the exact form of the force exerted on the particle by the target. In this case, the nucleus is 
taken to be a fixed point in space with a positive charge Ze. The alpha particle has a positive 
charge 2e. The force exerted on the particle by the nucleus is
?  =  (1, ,
and is repulsive. This equation is Coulomb’s law, an inverse square law, just like the law of
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gravitation. The problem is in fact now the same as a comet coming into our solar system, being 
pulled by the sun into a hyperbolic orbit, and going back out into space in a new direction. 
The alpha particle is deflected as shown in figure 1-4 . The differential cross section, which
Figure 1-4: Incoming alpha particles are deflected by a nucleus.
tells how many particles will be deflected as a function of scattering angle, 9, can be calculated 
to be:
dcr _  Z 2a 2 1
d n  ~  E 2  sin4  (0 / 2 ) ( j
In the useful introduction by Aitchison and Hey [8 ] data from Rutherford’s paper was used 
to make a graph of the alpha particle counts as a function of scattering angle and compare it 
to the graph of 1/ sin4  9, as above. We find that the two are in good agreement. Rutherford 
concluded that the atom was indeed constructed of a dense central positively charged nucleus 
surrounded by the electrons.
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His experiment is also important as it demonstrates a fundamental aspect of particle physics 
experiments which continue today. A beam of particles of known composition is accelerated to 
a high enough energy and directed at a target. The pattern of scattered particles both from the 
incident beam and, at high enough energies, the new particles created from the destruction of 
the target, is evaluated to learn about the internal structure of the target. Today the incident 
beam is generated with vast accelerators and the scattered particles are detected with a wide 
variety of technologically sophisticated devices but the basic principle remains the same as the 
initial experiments of Thompson and Rutherford.
The state of particle physics in 1963
By 1963, through various and sundry experiments, a large number of elementary particles had 
been discovered. Table 1-5 [6 ]contains a list of the particles and some of their distinguishing  
features: mass, charge, family and strangeness. There is a family  called baryons which are 
relatively massive in which the nucleons are included, another family called mesons which are 
somewhat less massive in which the pion, among others, is included, and the least massive family 
of particles, the leptons, in which the electron is included. The large number of “elementary” 
particles was disconcerting, and more and more particles were discovered as years went by. 
There seemed to be a regular zoo of particles and it seemed as if particle physics would be 
reduced to simply cataloging the members of the zoo. Feynman stated:
This then, is the horrible condition of our physics today. To summarize it, I would 
say this: outside the nucleus, we seem to know all; inside it, quantum mechanics 
is valid -the principles of quantum mechanics have not been found to fail. The 
stage on which we put all of our knowledge, we would say, is relativistic space-
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Figure 1-5: Elementary Particles in 1963 from volume I of the Feynman Lectures [6 ].
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time; perhaps gravity is involved in space-time. We do not know how the universe 
got started, and we have never made experiments which check our ideas of space 
and time accurately, below some tiny distance, so we only know tha t our ideas 
work above that distance. We should also add that the rules of the game are the 
quantum-mechanical principles, and those principles apply, so far as we can tell, to 
the new particles as well as to the old. The origin of the forces in nuclei leads us 
to new particles, but unfortunately they appear in great profusion and we lack a 
complete understanding of their interrelationship, although we already know that 
there are some very surprising relationships among them. We seem gradually to be 
groping toward an understanding of the world of subatomic particles, but we really 
do not know how far we have yet to go in this task. [6 ]
If one looks today at the Review of Particle Physics [7], one finds a vast array of parti­
cles. There are six leptons as opposed to three in Feynman’s table, there are some 87 mesons 
(counting only those considered to be reliably established) compared to 1 0  in his table, and 
there are 6 6  baryons (again counting only those whose existence is fairly well established) com­
pared to Feynman’s 1 1 . Such a proliferation of “elementary” particles is disconcerting to the 
particle physicist, for the goal of physicists in general is to come up with more or less simple 
theories which can be used to understand nature. A model with 159 elementary particles is not 
considered particularly simple and so a great deal of work has gone into finding an underlying 
pattern.
In 1962 Gell-Mann and Ne’eman published a paper on “The Eightfold Way” in which it was 
theorized that the hadrons (a group which includes both mesons and baryons) were composed
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of three more fundamental objects called quarks according to the rules of what is now called 
flavor SU(3). The hadrons can be characterized by a set of quantum numbers tha t describe how 
the particles behave. One of these is electric charge which can be multiples of the fundamental 
charge, e, and which is conserved. That is, the total charge of a system before a reaction must 
be the same as the total charge after the reaction. Other quantum numbers are important 
because they also obey conservation rules. Among these quantum numbers are spin (which is 
similar to the angular momentum of a spinning top), isospin (which does not have an analog 
in classical mechanics), and hypercharge (which is related to the electric charge and isospin). 
If you make a graph of the hadrons, grouping those with the same spin together, with isospin, 
T 3 , on the horizontal axis and hypercharge, Y, on the vertical axis, you see a pattern emerge. 
Table 1 . 1  contains data for some of the hadrons with lowest masses and figure 1-6 shows a plot 
of that data.
Table 1.1: Properties of Low Mass Hadrons
Hadron mass(MeV) spin t 3 Y
P,n 939 1 / 2 + 1 / 2 ,-1 / 2 1
£ + ,E ° ,£ - 1190 1 / 2 + 1 ,0 , - 1 0
H° E“ 1318 1 / 2 + 1 / 2 ,-1 / 2 - 1
A 1116 1 / 2 0 0
A**, A+ , A0, A~ 1232 3/2 3/2,1/2,-1/2,-3/2 1
£*+,E *°,£— 1385 3/2 + i,o ,-i 0
0 '■j 1 1530 3/2 + 1 / 2 ,-1 / 2 - 1
n - 1672 3/2 0 - 2
Note for future reference in this discussion the nucleons, that is, the proton and neutron 
with a mass of 939 MeV, a spin of 1/2, and isospin of 1/2, and note also the A(1232) with a 
mass of 1232 MeV, a spin of 3/2, and isospin of 3/2. There is a clear octagonal pattern, an 
octet, formed by the spin 1/2 baryons. The spin 3/2 baryons shown fall into what is called a 
decuplet because it has ten members. What is the reason for this pattern? When a physicist
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Figure 1-6: A pattern is observed when the low mass hadrons are plotted as described in the 
text [9].
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sees a pattern like this he or she instinctively reacts by trying to find a way to model the 
pattern. In this case, the pattern is an indication of an underlying symmetry which groups the 
particles together.
Symmetries are, in general, very important to the modern physicist. A system is symmetric 
under a certain operation if that operation produces a new system which looks like the original 
system. For instance, an experiment in which a ball is dropped in order to measure the accel­
eration of gravity might be the system. An operation which we can perform on this system is 
a shift or translation across the room. When we shift the system, it still looks just like it did 
before. We expect the experiment to work just the same as it did before. The system is said 
to be invariant under the operation of translation. When we do the experiment, we find that 
it indeed works just like it did before. The equations which are used to describe the physics 
of this experiment must also be invariant under translation. This puts restrictions on the form 
which the equations can take. In particular, the equations cannot depend on the origin of the 
coordinate system used. The equations cannot depend on the absolute coordinates but only
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on differences of these coordinates. Newton’s second law is invariant under a translation of the 
coordinates. Consider this law in one dimension in some given coordinate frame
Now what happens if the coordinate x  is shifted, i.e., x  = x 1 — X . The force F  is independent 
of any particular coordinate system; a scale shows the same value for the force whether you 
look at it from right next to it or standing across the room. We cire t alking here about the 
force in and of itself, and not how it was created. Indeed, a significant part of physics has to 
do with the equations that govern how the force is created, and were we to include some such 
description of the force here, we would find that those equations must also be invariant under 
translation. The mass, m, is a scalar; the mass is just a number characteristic of an object and 
independent of its location. The only thing in the equation which changes under translation is 
x. But we expect the laws of physics to be invariant under translation. In fact, if we plug in 
the new coordinate we find
F  =
=  (1.12)
because X  is a constant and its derivatives are zero. We end up with the same form for Newton’s 
law that we started with. This law also leads to the law of conservation of momentum. In 
classical mechanics, the momentum of a particle is defined as its mass times its velocity, p =  mv.
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The momentum of a  system of particles is just the sum of the momenta of its constituents. The 
law of conservation of momentum states that the total momentum of a closed system, a system 
with no external forces applied, remains constant. The invariance of a system under translation 
is directly connected to the law of conservation of momentum. In general, the symmetries of a 
system always have conserved quantities associated with them. Conversely, if the physicist finds 
tha t some system exhibits certain conservation laws, she knows that there should be symmetries 
tha t should also be reflected in the equations used to model the system.
In reactions involving the strong force, i.e., reactions among the various hadrons, it is 
experimentally observed that hypercharge, Y, and isospin, T, among others, are conserved. 
When the hadrons are plotted as above using these conserved quantities to label the hadrons, 
we see the patterns shown. How can this pattern be understood?
Figure 1-7 from [9] shows a pattern of three objects. The three objects labeled by u, d, s form
Figure 1-7: A geometrical representation of SU(3) symmetry [9].
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a representation for the symmetry group SU(3). A group is a set of mathematical operations 
which obey certain rules. One rule is called closure. If you take one operation from the set 
which comprises the group and follow it with smother operation from the set, the final result
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must be equivalent to another member of the set. That is, if A and B  are members of the group, 
then A  • B  =  C  is also a member of the group. The symmetry operations characteristic of a 
certain system form a group. SU(3) is the group of 3 x 3 unitary matrices of unit determinant. 
The matrices can be considered to act on the three dimensional column vector made from u , d, 
and s. The three dimensional representation of SU(3), can be labeled by its dimension, 3. The 
other representation shown, which looks like the first one upside-down, is called the conjugate 
representation, labeled 3. These two representations may be combined into a higher dimensional 
representation by forming a direct product which may be understood graphically in figure 1 - 8  
from [9] The triangle diagram showing the u, d ,s  of the 3 is superimposed over the location
Figure 1-8: Forming the product of SU(3) representations.
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showing the SU(3) decomposition in the / 3, Y  plane.
of the u, d, s of the 3 . At each comer of the triangles we take the element from the 3 and 
the element from the 3 and put them together. The resulting pattern is decomposed into two 
new representations. The nine ways of putting the «, d, s together with the u, d,s are split into 
two groups which each form a new representation of the group. Three of the elements of this 
decomposition are labeled A, B , and C. It turns out that isospin forms a subgroup of SU(3)
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and the rules which govern the composition of isospin can be used to figure out the composition 
of A, B , and C. These rules give us that A  oc uu — dd is part of an isospin triplet with the 
du, and ud  the other two members. They all have Y  =  0 and I 3  =  —1 ,0 ,1. C  is required to 
be a singlet in which all the elements appear symmetrically; C cc uu + dd + ss. B  is the only 
remaining combination of the six elements; B  oc uu  +  dd — 2ss. We can write an equation for 
this process
3® 3 =  8 ®1
In figure 1-9 [9] we can see the result of doing 3 ® 3 =  6  © 3 Repeating the process in figure 
Figure 1-9: Multiplying SU(3) representations: 3 ® 3 =  6  © 3 [9].
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1-10 we get [9] to find that 3 ® 3 ® 3  =  10®8ffi8ffl l .  The representation labeled 10 is called 
a decuplet and we see that it looks just like the plot of the spin 3/2 baryons that we looked 
at before. The next two representations are octets. They can be associated with the spin 1/2 
baryon chart that we saw earlier.
When physicists saw that a correspondence between the hadrons and the representations of 
SU(3) could be made in this way, they began to think tha t perhaps the hadrons were built out 
of constituents in the same way that the SU(3) representations were. In fact, now we believe
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Figure 1-10: Multiplying SU(3) representations: 3 ® 3 ® 3  =  1 0 ©8 ©8 f f l l  [9].
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that the hadrons are composed of u, d, and s quarks. The quarks are now believed to be the 
fundamental constituents of hadrons. The names of the quarks are called flavors. The word 
flavor as it is used here has nothing to do with any of our senses, but is just a name for another 
kind of particle characteristic which has no classical analog. The symmetry observed above 
is called flavor SU(3). If this symmetry was completely preserved, all the hadrons in a given 
multiplet or grouping would have the same mass. As it is, however, the s, or strange quark, has 
a larger mass than the u or d quarks. Because of this, the members of a multiplet are different 
in mass in proportion to the number of s quarks that make them up. Since hypercharge and 
strangeness are both just measures of the number of strange quarks in a hadron, the plots show 
a shift in mass approximately proportional to the hypercharge.
If you look at figure 1-6 you will notice a particle called the ft"  at the bottom of the 
diagram. When it was proposed in 1963 that the hadrons might be made of combinations of 
quarks according to the dictates of SU(3), the f t"  had not been seen. The rest of that diagram 
was known and it was clear that the pattern was that of an SU(3) decuplet as discussed above. 
Because of symmetry considerations the experimental physicists were able to look for a particle
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Table 1..2: Properties of the Quarks
Property/Quark d u s c b t
Q electric charge -1 /3 +2/3 -1 /3 +2/3 -1 /3 +2/3
isospin 3-component - 1 / 2 + 1 / 2 0 0 0 0
S strangeness 0 0 + 1 0 0 0
C charm 0 0 0 + 1 0 0
B bottomness 0 0 0 0 + 1 0
T topness 0 0 0 0 0 + 1
with its predicted mass, spin and charge, and is was not long before it was found. This was 
convincing proof that this scheme of classification was on the right track. It is now believed 
that all the hadrons are made up of combinations of quarks. Baryons are made of 3 quarks and 
mesons are made up of a quark and anti-quark. The family of quarks is comprised of the u, d, 
and s that have been discussed plus an additional three with substantially larger masses, the c, 
6 , and t  quarks. The quarks, their charges and other additive quantum numbers are shown in 
table 1.2 taken from [7]. There is discussion about the masses. It is in some ways not even clear 
what is meant by the mass of an individual quark since, as will be discussed below, individual 
quarks have never been seen in isolation and, in fact, it is generally believed that they can never 
be seen in isolation.
Additional proof of the interned composition of hadrons comes from deep inelastic scatter­
ing experiments in which high energy electrons are scattered from hadrons, in particular, the 
nucleons. Remember that Rutherford determined the internal structure of the atom by shoot­
ing alpha particles at it. This is basically the same thing. If the electron is scattered from a 
point-like object, the cross section that is obtained will have a certain form. That is
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which is called the Mott cross section. In this equation a  =  ^  =  1/137 is a number related to 
the strength of the coupling between the electron and the target, k  is related to the momentum 
of the electron, kh  =  p, and v = k /E  is the velocity of the electron as a fraction of the speed of 
light. This cross section is similar to Rutherford’s cross section mentioned before, but includes
a small relativistic correction. If the scattering is from an object with finite size, the cross
section is modified and takes the form
a-taw-mi* u-w)
where F(Q) is called the form factor and it is a function of the momentum transferred, Q =  
p'l — pt, which is the difference between the momentum of the outgoing and the incoming 
electron. The form factor is a measure of the internal structure. If, for example, the target has 
a charge density of
Pir) =  g V ™  (1.15)
it can be shown [23] the form factor is
=  <i .k >
This charge density represents a nice, smooth charge distribution in which the charge decreases 
as the radius of the target increases, somewhat similar to the plum pudding of Thompson’s 
model of the atom. The form factor of the proton, in fact, is well approximated by this model 
with m2 =  0.71 up to Q2 of 10 GeV2  [9] and this implies the proton has a charge radius of 
about 0.81 x 10- 1 5m. At larger momentum transfers however, the proton form factor becomes
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very complicated. When you shoot an electron at a proton with enough energy sometimes the 
proton breaks up into lots of other particles. With a more complicated analysis it is found 
that the form factor does not decrease as quickly as it would according to the above equation. 
More electrons get scattered at high angles than you would expect, just as in Rutherford’s 
experiment more alpha particles than expected were scattered at high angles. This is more 
proof that the proton has internal constituents. The text by Halzen and Martin has a very nice 
figure which is related to this and it is reproduced here in figure 1 - 1 1  [9]. On the left hand of 
the picture we see the scattering of an alpha particle from a gold nucleus. The top left shows 
a diagram similar to what are called Feynman diagrams and it represents the incoming alpha 
particle as a solid line which is deflected into the line showing the outgoing alpha particle. At 
the point of its deflection you see a wavy line coming from the vertex which represents the 
emission of a virtual photon, the carrier of the electromagnetic force. At the vertex you see a 
factor of y/a  which represents the probability for the photon to be emitted and is the strength 
of the electromagnetic coupling. The virtual photon then interacts with the gold atom. In 
particular, it interacts with the nucleus with a strength Zy/a  where Z  is the atomic number. 
The momentum of the photon determines its ability to resolve fine detail. High momentum 
transfer in this situation corresponds to a large angle of deflection of the alpha particle. A high 
rate of scattering of alpha particles corresponds to a large number of high momentum photons 
interacting with the small (relative to the atom) nucleus. On the bottom left is shown a graph 
of the scattering rate versus angle (or momentum transfer) which shows an increase in the rate 
at high angle compared to what you would expect if the atom was a homogeneous sphere.
On the right of the diagram we see the same sort of experiment, but done with a proton 
scattering off another proton. In this case the curly line represents a gluon, the carrier of the
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Figure 1 -1 1 : The scattering of proton against proton shows the internal structure of the proton
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structure of the proton target (c) Experimental results.
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strong force. The quark constituents of the proton are coupled to the gluon with a strength 
•y/57 which is different (much larger) than the electromagnetic coupling coefficient. The gluon 
scatters off the quarks inside the target proton. At high momentum transfer the gluon has the 
ability to detect the internal structure of the proton. The graph on the bottom right shows the 
rate of reaction as a  function of angle and again we see the increase at high angles corresponding 
to the internal structure of the proton, i.e., the existence of quarks.
So we believe that the nucleon is composed of three quarks. A  problem arises with this 
scheme, however. The rules of quantum mechanics say that particles must fall into one of two 
groups.. Bosons have integral spins, 0, 1, 2, .. in multiples of a very small number, Planck’s 
constant, h. Bosons spontaneously cluster into groups of particles all having the same quantum 
numbers. A  laser works because photons sire bosons and it is possible to get a huge number 
of photons to be in the same quantum mechanical state; they all go in the same direction and 
stay together. The other type of particle is called a fermion. Fermions have half-integral spin 
and are anti-social; the rules of quantum mechanics say that two fermions can never be in the 
same state. This is called the Pauli exclusion principle. The quarks have a spin of 1/2 and are 
fermions. But if you look at the A++ you find that it is made up of three u  quarks (to have 
a total charge of + 2 ) and all have their spin pointing in the same direction (to give total spin 
3/2). I t appears that the quarks are in the same state.
The resolution of this problem is that there is another quantum number, called color. There 
are three different colors, r , g, and b. Each quark in the A++ must then be a different color 
so tha t the Pauli principle can be satisfied. The three colors form another representation of 
the SU(3) group. Color SU(3) symmetry is complete and is unrelated to flavor SU(3) which is 
broken by the different masses of the quarks. The postulate of color helps to resolve another
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problem.
Earlier it was stated that the nucleus of an atom consists of positively charged protons and 
neutral neutrons in a dense core. The positive charge of the protons should cause them to be 
repelled from each other. There must be some stronger force binding them together. The source 
of this force is the color charge on the quarks. The color charge gives rise to the strong force 
in the same way that electric charge gives rise to the electromagnetic force. Now any hadron is 
made up of all three colors, r, g, b, and this makes it a color singlet; it is like the combination 
of positive and negative charges in an atom makes the atom electrically neutral. The proton 
being a color singlet has no net strong interaction with nucleons that are far away from it. But 
you will recall that atoms, even though they are electrically neutral, still feel forces which can 
bind them into molecules if they get close enough. In the same way, if two hadrons get close 
to each other, the individual quarks within it can start to interact with the quarks of the other 
hadron and can bind the hadrons together. The force that holds the nucleus together is really 
then just a remnant of the much stronger force that exists between quarks.
1.2 T he Nucleon-Nucleon Potential
One way of investigating the strong force is to scatter two hadrons from each other. The cross 
sections are measured as in figure 1 - 1 1  and then used to calculate what the potential between the 
two particles must have been. It is complicated by the fact that there axe many combinations 
of spin and isospin of the incoming and outgoing particles. The experiments have been done 
and the results have been tabulated in the form of phase shift data [1 1 ].
Phase shift refers to the way that the wave function of an incoming particle is changed by
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the target. The phase of a wave governs how the wave changes in space and time. A simple 
one dimensional wave might be represented by
ipi(x, t) =  As\n{<jjt — kx) (1-17)
which is a sine wave with frequency u> and wave number k. The quantity u t — kx  is called the 
phase. The wave given is traveling towards positive z  and the subscript i indicates tha t this 
wave is to be the incident wave. Suppose it starts from —oo and travels to the right where 
it encounters an impenetrable wall. The wave will be reflected backwards from the wadi. The 
reflected wave may be represented by
Tpr(x ,t)  =  Asin(o;t +  kx — 6) (1-18)
where now it is +kx because the reflected wave is travelling backwairds aind the 6 is a phase
shift. The phase shift is determined by the fact that the total amplitude at z  =  0 where it hits
the wall must be zero:
^ t(0 ,t) +ipr(0,t) = 0 .
Substituting the specific forms of the two waves we get
sin(urt) +  sin(o;t — S) =  0
and solvling for 6 we find
6 = 7T rad =  180°
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The collision with the wall causes a 180° phase shift.
If a particle encounters another particle it may interact with tha t particle; it might be 
attracted or repelled by it. The attraction would cause a positive phase shift as the wave 
function gets pulled in and the repulsion would give a  negative phase shift as the wave function 
gets pushed out. The phase shifts for various combinations of energy, angular momentum and 
isospin have been tabulated for the scattering of two nucleons [11]. The theoretical physicist 
would like to have a model which predicts nucleon-nucleon phase shifts in agreement with the 
experimentally determined phase shifts. There is a model, the Standard Model, which particle 
physicists believe is substantially correct. One of the purposes of this paper is to show how the 
standard model may be used to calculate a part of the nucleon-nucleon potential.
1.3 T he Standard M odel
The standard model consists of a set of fundamental fermions which are the constituents of 
m atter and a set of four fundamental forces through which the fermions interact. The four 
forces sure gravitation, electromagnetism, the weak nuclear force, and the strong nuclear force. 
Gravitation is the weakest and has infinite range, that is, no matter how far away from an object 
you may be, you still experience some gravitational attraction from it. Electromagnetism and 
the weak force are similar in strength but the weak force has a short range, fractions of a fermi, 
while the electromagnetic force has infinite range. The strong force is the strongest of the four 
but it has a short range, about a fermi. The forces are considered to be mediated by four bosons 
as shown in the table 1.3 (the strength of coupling is the relative strength between two protons 
at 1 0 - 1 5  m separation [1 0 ].)
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Table 1.3: The Four Forces of Standard Model 
Boson Mass Charge Associated Force Strength of Coupling
photon 7  0 0 electromagnetic a  =  =  1/137
W+,W~ ,Z «80 GeV +1,-1,0 weak GFm% ~  10~ 5
gluon 0  0  strong as ~  . 1
graviton 0  0  gravitation Giymj; ~  1 0 - 3 8
Table 1.4: The Leptons of the Standard Model
Lepton_______ Charge Weak Isospin Mass
electron e - 1 1 / 2 .511 MeV
electron neutrinoi/e 0 - 1 / 2 < 15 eV
muon fj. 1 1 / 2 106 MeV
muon neutrino 0 -1 / 2 < .17 MeV
tau r 1 1 / 2 1777 MeV
tau neutrino uT 0 - 1 / 2 < 24 MeV
The fermions are divided up into quarks and leptons. A table of quark properties was given 
earlier.
Table 1.4 shows the properties of the leptons of the standard model. The leptons do not 
interact strongly; they do not have color charge as the quarks do. The electron, muon, and tau 
carry electric charge and may interact electromagnetically. The leptons all have weak isospin 
and may interact via the weak force.
All of the particles are subject to gravitational forces, but they are very weak compared to 
the other forces and can often be ignored.
The standard model also describes two quantum field theories: the electroweak is a field 
theory which unifies the electromagnetic and weak forces into one electroweak force, and quan­
tum  chromodynamics describes the strong force. The electroweak part of the standard model 
will not be described in detail here as it is not relevant to the rest of the paper. But in order 
to give an idea of what a field theory is, an example from electromagnetism will be given.
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The field theory which describes the interaction of electrons with the electromagnetic field 
is called quantum electrodynamics or QED. It is a theory which incorporates the principles of 
quantum mechanics, special relativity, and electromagnetism. A field is an abstract concept 
which refers to a mathematical quantity whose value is defined at all the points in a space. 
The value of the field may change from point to point and it may be a scalar field whose 
value at a point is just a number, a vector field whose value at a point is a vector with size 
and direction, or something even more complex. For example, the electromagnetic field can 
be described by two vector functions, the electric field E  and the magnetic field B  both of 
which vary in time and space. The way in which they vary is described by Maxwell’s equations, 
a set of differential equations that predict, among other things, that this field can propagate 
through space in the form of waves. Maxwell’s equations also guaranty tha t the field will be 
consistent with the special theory of relativity. Relativity requires that the equations of physics 
be the same when transforming from one reference frame to another frame moving at a different 
speed. These transformations are called Lorentz transformations. Maxwell’s equations for the 
electromagnetic field have the right Lorentz transformation properties.
It was mentioned earlier tha t the electron, which is a particle in classical physics, is found 
to have wavelike properties in some experiments. It is natural to use a field to describe the 
wavelike nature of the electron. Relativity allows for the interchange of mass and energy; it is 
possible for the electron to collide with its anti-particle, a positron which has the same mass 
and spin but opposite charge, and be annihilated. The mass and energy of the two particles 
turns into a photon. To allow for the destruction and creation of particles, the field of the 
electron is taken to represent the probability at a certain time and place for the destruction or 
creation of the electron. The electron is then represented by a field, i/j(t,x) whose value is a
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number (the amplitude of the wave) times a creation or destruction operator. This field obeys 
a  differential equation, the Dirac equation, which guaranties tha t the field will have the right 
Lorentz transformation properties.
Likewise, the electromagnetic field, which we usually associate with waves (e.g. radio waves), 
is found to have particle properties in some circumstances (the photoelectric effect). To incorpo­
rate its particle nature, the electromagnetic field is modified by associating with the amplitude 
of the field at a point another set of creation and destruction operators which create or de­
stroy photons, the carrier of the electromagnetic force. The electromagnetic field, A, is now a 
quantized field.
The interaction between the electron and the electromagnetic field is now described by the 
coupling of these two quantized fields. The strength of the coupling is just the charge of the 
electron. The collision of the electron and positron can be represented now as in figure 1-12.
It shows the incoming electron and positron coming together a t a vertex. The positron is
Figure 1-12: One of the two Feynman diagrams for e~e+ —► e- e+ .
the anti-particle of the electron. It has the same mass, but all its other quantum numbers axe 
the opposite of the electron’s. For example, the positron has a charge of +e while the electron 
has a charge of —e. Since together their quantum numbers add to zero, they can annihilate  
one another without violating any conservation laws. So this diagram shows an electron and
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positron annihilating each other to form a photon at the vertex. At this vertex there is an 
interaction between the three fields, electron, positron, and photon, the strength of which is 
determined by the product of the amplitudes and a coupling constant, y/a =  - , proportional
to the charge of the electron. The product determines the probability of the creation of the 
photon. The law of conservation of momentum is maintained so the photon momentum is 
the sum of the incoming momenta. Now the photon has zero mass. There is a fundamental 
relationship between the momentum and energy of a photon because of relativity, E  =  pc. A 
simple calculation shows that if the momentum of the incoming particles is conserved then the 
energy will not be conserved.
How is it possible to violate the law of conservation of energy? Another principle of quantum 
mechanics comes to the rescue. The uncertainty principle says that there is always some 
uncertainty in the energy of a particle and the size of the uncertainty is related to the length 
of time the uncertainty exists: AE  = h /A t. The photon which was created cannot exist for 
more than At; it must turn into something else. It is called a virtual photon. The figure shows 
the photon going a short distance before it decays into another electron-positron pair. The 
total energy of the outgoing pair is equal to the energy of the incoming pair and so energy is 
conserved over all.
If you turn that diagram on its side, as in figure 1-13, it will describe another reaction. This 
time we have two electrons coming in. One electron emits a virtual photon which travels across 
and is absorbed by the other electron. The photon carried momentum from the first photon to 
the second; the change in momentum means tha t the electrons have been deflected from their 
original paths. The repulsion of two electrons which is described in introductory physics by 
Coulomb’s law has been visualized with quantum electrodynamics as due to the exchange of a
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Figure 1-13: A Feynman diagram for e e —+ e e , i.e., electron-electron scattering.
virtual photon.
Note also that the electron and positron discussed previously with regard to annihilation  
in figure 1 - 1 2  can also interact through the exchange of a virtual photon as in figure 1-13; the 
electron being negatively charged attracts the positively charged positron.
The interactions of electrons with the electromagnetic field can be completely described by 
Feynman diagrams such as this. QED is said to be the best verified theory in the history of 
physics; its predictions have been verified to within one part in a billion [1 0 ].
The standard model describes the strong force as a quantum field theory, quantum chromo­
dynamics, in analogy to quantum electrodynamics. It is called chromo-dynamics because the 
charge which determines the coupling of the quarks to the gluons is called color. A field theory 
must incorporate the symmetries of the system. We have seen that quantum field theories 
have the right Lorentz transformation properties to make them consistent with relativity. QCD 
obeys another symmetry, SU(3) color, as discussed earlier in the introduction. Color charge
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comes in three kinds, red (r), green (g), and blue (6 ). The strong force between quarks is 
due to the exchange of gluons. Color must be conserved. A red quark interacts with a green 
quark through the exchange of a red-anti-green gluon. So the gluons must carry color charge 
as opposed to the photon which has an electrical charge of 0. Because gluons carry color, they 
can interact with each other unlike photons which do not. The interaction of the gluons causes 
them to group together. Photons radiate uniformly out from an electric charge but gluons 
bunch together into strings.
QCD has its own coupling constant, a a, which is, in general, much larger than that of QED. 
Because of the SU(3) symmetry of QCD, a s is not constant; it increases as momenta get smaller 
as shown in figure 1-14 [7]. Remember that high momenta correspond to small distances. So
Figure 1-14: The coupling constant of QCD decreases as the momentum transfer increases.
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this variation of a s can also be seen as giving small coupling at small distances and much 
larger coupling at large distances. Asymptotic freedom is the name given to this property of 
QCD. It refers to the fact that the coupling gets smaller as the momentum increases or distance 
decreases. This means that if the particles, the quarks or gluons, have infinite momentum, the 
coupling constant will be zero; the particles will be free. Hence the name, asymptotic freedom.
Asymptotic freedom is important later in this discussion because it makes it possible to use 
perturbation theory to get answers from QCD for situations in which the momentum is high 
enough. The idea of perturbation theory is that if the coupling constant is small, as in the 
case of electromagnetism a  = 1/137, then diagrams with many vertices, called higher order 
diagrams can be ignored. Remember the diagram of two electrons scattering. It showed one 
virtual photon being exchanged. However, there is no reason that two or more photons cannot 
be exchanged in complicated ways. Any diagram which satisfies overall conservation of the 
relevant quantities is a possible diagram. But at each vertex in the diagram there is a factor 
of y/a, for each internal photon line there is a factor of a. So a diagram with two photon lines 
has a factor of a 2, or about 10-4 . A diagram with three internal photons is down by a factor 
of 10-6. You see that it is possible to get reasonable precision in an answer by calculating only 
the first few orders of diagrams. This is not the case for QCD because at low momenta, a ,  «  
.3, and all orders of diagrams are important. The coupling constant is still technically less than 
one, but the number of diagrams increases quickly as you go to higher orders and it is not at 
all clear that the sum of diagrams will converge. While it is possible in some cases to carry out 
this sum, it is in general not possible to calculate all orders of diagrams. However, from the 
graph it is seen that at momenta of 100 GeV, the strong coupling constant, a 5, decreases to 
about 0.1. At this point perturbation theory becomes more plausible.
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Another property of QCD is called confinement. There are two ways to make a color neutral 
object. You may have a quark and anti-quark coupled together so that their color adds up to 
zero. That is red plus anti-red gives no color. Another way to get no color is to add red, green, 
and blue together, so you can get a color singlet by combining three quarks, each quark with 
a different color. 1 These color neutral objects are more or less stable because once you get far 
away from them, you see no net color and hence no strong force. But if you have a cluster of 
quarks and start to try to pull one out you find that it becomes harder and harder; the strong 
coupling increases with distance. And if you continue to pull, you will add enough energy to 
the gluon field that a quark-antiquark pair can be created in the middle of the gluon string 
(just as the photon decayed into an electron-positron pair earlier in the discussion), breaking 
the string with the new quarks connecting to the new ends. The quark you were puffing comes 
away with another quark attached to it. You can never get one quark by itself. This is called 
confinement.
One way to model the nucleon, the bag model, takes advantage of aymptotic freedom and 
confinement. This model starts by proposing that the quarks that make up the nucleon are 
moving inside a more or less rigid (but invisible and massless) shell. This shell is modeled 
mathematically by putting an infinitely high potential energy barrier at some radius around 
the center of the nucleon. The quarks have finite energy and cannot escape from this barrier. 
The barrier acts to confine the quarks. Inside the barrier, the quarks are modeled as free quarks 
in agreement with the idea of asymptotic freedom and the results of deep inelastic scattering 
experiments. With these constraints, the wavefunctions of the three quarks can be calculated
1 Please note, however, that the color spoken of here has nothing to do with visual perception. It is simply a 
name for a property of the quarks. The way the colors “add” is determined by the dictates of SU(3).
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[18, 23]. The calculated wavefunctions can be used to evaluate properties of the nucleon such as 
the magnetic moment or charge radius. This simple bag model can produce reasonable values 
for the masses of ground state hadrons except for the pion, but does not describe excited states 
well [23]. An improved version of the model, the Chiral Bag or Cloudy Bag model corrects some 
problems of the bag model. In particular, the QCD Langrangian of the Standard Model exhibits 
an approximate symmetry called chiral symmetry. In the limit of zero quark and pion masses, 
chiral symmetry would be exact. The Langrangian of the MIT bag model described above does 
not preserve chiral symmetry. Chiral symmetry is known to be important for understanding the 
interactions of pions and nucleons, the small mass of the pion is an effect of chiral symmetry. In 
order to preserve chiral symmetry in the bag model, a coupling  between the quarks and pions 
at the surface of the bag is included. Having a model for the quark wavefunctions and the 
coupling to the pions at the surface, the effective interaction due to exchange of pions between 
nucleons can be calculated.
The Standard Model describes the working of the universe at a very fundamental level. To 
test the theory it is necessary to find a way to connect it with experimental data. The rest of 
this dissertation will show two ways in which this may be done. In the first example, a model 
of the nucleon, the chiral bag model, is used to calculate a nucleon-nucleon potential. In the 
second example perturbative QCD is used to analyze the form factor of the pion.
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Chapter 2
Chiral Bag M odel calculation of the  
Nucleon-Nucleon Potential
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 One B oson Exchange M odels
One boson exchange (OBE) models have been very successful in describing low energy N N  scat­
tering [11,12]. The OBE model may be thought of as a way to parameterize the nucleon-nucleon 
potential. From considerations of Lorentz invariance and conservation of parity (invariance un­
der inversion of the space coordinates), it is known that the potential must be expressible in 
terms of five Fermi invariants, quantities which have well defined transformation properties.
42
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The five invariants are [25]:
Scalar S  = [u(Pi)it(pi)][u(p2 )u(P2 )]
Pseudo-scalar P  =  [u(Pi)7 5 “ (j>i)][«(P2 )7 s^(P2 )]
Vector V  =  fe(j/i)lp.u(pi)}fe(j/2)7 ^u (p2)} (2.1)
Axial Vector A  =  [u(pi)7 ^7 5 «(pi)][w(P2 )7 #t7 s«(P2 )]
Tensor T =  [u(p/1)cr/iI,it(pi)][tt(p/2 )(r'Jl/u(p2 )]
where the u(p) is a function called a spinor having four components which represents the 
nucleon, p i, and P2  are the incoming nucleon momenta, primes refer to outgoing momenta, 
and the gamma matrices 7 , 75  and <7M„ are a set of four dimensional matrices. The indicated 
products of spinors and matrices transform as their names indicate. These five invariants are 
a complete set; any function which is to be Lorentz invariant must be written in terms of just 
these five. The matrix element which tells how strongly the particles are scattered must be 
expressed as a sum of five potentials:
iM  =V3S  +  VpP  +  VvV +  VaA  +  VtT. (2.2)
The five potentials also have to have the right isospin properties and so must be written as a 
sum of isoscalar and isovector parts
V i  =  V ?  +  V i l T l - T 2 . (2.3)
The r  are another set of matrices related to the isospin of particles 1 and 2.
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One way to produce the potentials V* is to consider the exchange of a massive virtual particle 
between the two nucleons. Consider as a simple example the following Feynman diagram, figure
2-1. The solid lines represent incoming and outgoing scalar particles of mass M  (nucleons
Figure 2-1: A Feynman diagram for the exchange of a massive scalar boson.
-ig
m
-ig
have spin which we are ignoring here). The dotted line represents the exchange of a virtual 
particle. In this example we are considering the exchange of a scalar particle with a mass m. 
The amplitude for this diagram is
M  = o )H g )-  (2-4)m — q*
We have used the following set of rules [18] to construct the amplitude from the diagram:
1. a factor of i
2. a factor of — ig for each vertex where the virtual particle is emitted or absorbed
3. a factor, called the propagator, of
—i 
m2 — q2
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for the exchange of a virtual particle of mass m and four-momentum q.
The Fourier transform of the potential V(q) is related to the amplitude by [18]
( 2 ' 5 )
where nonrel refers to taking the non-relativistic limit. This gives in this case
(2-6)
where q  is the three momentum of the exchanged particle and in this case q2 =  (E\ — E[ )2—q 2 =  
—q2  since the energy of the incoming and outgoing particles are equal. Taking the Fourier 
transform we obtain
y w  -  c s p  ■ <2-7>
So the exchange of a massive scalar particle produces an attractive potential proportional to 
the square of the coupling constant and decreasing with distance like e~mr/r. As the mass m  of 
the virtual particle increases, the exponential decreases more rapidly with r. The range of the 
force is a function of m; a larger mass produces a shorter range force. Notice that if the mass 
of the virtual particle were zero, as it is in the case of the photon, we would get a potential that 
would be proportional to 1 /r ;  the familiar Coulomb repulsion of electrostatics. Since we know 
that the nuclear force has a short range, it is reasonable to try modeling it with the exchange 
of massive bosons.
There are a number of different mesons which are experimentally observed and they have
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different spin and isospin combinations. The light mesons, their masses in MeV, and type of 
couplings are shown in table 2.1 based on a table in [11]. The masses of established mesons are
Table 2.1: Light Mesons
Coupling T=0u r
T=1
In-fsl
P 77(547) tt(138)
S OT(?) S(?)
V, T cj(782) p(770)
given in parenthesis. The status of the light scalar isoscalar and isovector mesons is unclear. 
The Review o f Particle Properties [7] states “It has now become evident tha t the simplest 
understanding of the conventional 7T7t 5-wave is obtained if one includes, in addition to the 
/o(980) and /o(1370) resonances, a very broad a  with a mass in the region 400-1200 MeV and 
a width exceeding 500 MeV” . For the scalar isovector there seem to be two candidates, the 
ao(980) and the ao(1450).
The exchange of each of these mesons gives a certain kind of potential function with a 
particular combination of the five Fermi invariants. The long range part of the nucleon potential 
(beyond about 1.5 fin) is well described by the exchange of a pion, the lightest of the mesons. 
One pion exchange was originally proposed by Yukawa in 1935 to explain the nuclear force and 
it led to the discovery of the pion in 1947. At closer distances, however, the nuclear force is 
more complicated. It is possible to model the NN potential by attributing it to the exchange 
of some combination of additional mesons. From the discussion above, it was seen that smaller 
range implies larger mass of the exchanged particle, so it may be that some combination of the 
more massive mesons listed above could produce the right potential. One could take the given 
masses and take the coupling constants to be variable parameters. Given some value for the 
coupling constants you would compute the phase shifts and compare with existing phase shift
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data. Then you would adjust the coupling constants to try to make the agreement better. In 
practice, it is a very complicated procedure, but see [1 1 ] and [1 2 ] for examples.
It is often assumed tha t the mesons used in these models must have some relation to physical 
mesons actually observed. As a result, one is inclined to restrict the meson masses and coupling  
constants used in these models to those which are physically observed. However, this approach 
cannot work because all OBE models require an unobserved scalar, isoscalar meson (known as 
the cr) with a mass in the vicinity of 550 MeV, and most also require a scalar, isovector meson 
(known as the 5), of a similar mass. (Some models use different parameters for a  exchange 
in the N N  isospin 0 and 1  channels [1 1 ], but this is equivalent to using both a  and 6.) Since 
neither of these mesons are observed (although there are broad mesons with such quantum 
numbers at masses in the vicinity of 1  GeV), one is left with a feeling tha t such models have 
little connection with the underlying physics.
The field of nucleon-nucleon scattering has a very rich literature. In an early series of papers 
[19] beginning in 1959, Charap and Fubini explored the field theoretic definition of the nuclear 
potential. They showed that one cannot simply take the static limit ([jl/ M  —* 0) of two pion 
exchange graphs but demonstrated a method for getting a well defined potential in the adiabatic 
limit (rj/M —► 0), in which the nucleon momentum, 77, goes to zero.
Another important paper in 1960 [20] sets out in some detail the analytic structure of 
the nucleon-nucleon scattering amplitudes. The dispersion relations for the NN problem are 
discussed. The use of Jacob-Wick helicity amplitudes is shown. A set of Lorentz invariants 
is suggested and relationships among these invariants due to crossing symmetry and the Pauli 
principle are discussed.
A fine book from 1976 by Brown [15] provides a general summary of the nucleon-nucleon
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interaction. It discusses the fundamentals of the theory, i.e. general phenomenology, scattering 
theory, partial waves and helicity states, and also discusses the two-pion exchange interaction. 
Results are shown for meson masses and couplings for 7r, p, u>, and cr, using an un-iterated 
Blankenbeckler-Sugar equation. The sensitivity of the calculated phase shifts to changes in the 
phenomenological form factors was noted. It has a discussion of two pion exchange from the 
perspective of dispersion theory.
Other papers have considered the NN potential from a field theory point of view instead 
of the dispersion theory approach. A paper by Partovi and Lomon in 1970 [24] calculated 
potentials for the box and crossed box with vector and pseudo-vector couplings. Their work 
was extended by Celenza et al. [25] to include chiral symmetry, but they did not include the 
A degree of freedom in intermediates states which will be shown to have a significant effect on 
the potentials in the present paper. More recent papers that have continued along this line are 
those by Rocha and Robilotta [26, 27]. In [26] they were unable to duplicate the scalar-isoscalar 
attraction required by phase shifts but in [27] the minimal chiral model is supplemented by a 
set of coefficients (Hohler, Jacob and Strauss coefficients) which are intended to model the 
effect of additional degrees of freedom, i.e. A and er. They find 1 ) large cancellations in the 
chiral background and 2 ) an attractive contribution in the scalar-isoscalar channel from the 
HJS coefficients.
Other works have suggested that the a  term is due to correlated two pion exchange. In [28] 
and in [29] a 7r — i t  resonance is discussed in relation t o  i t  — N  scattering in the P 3 3  channel. It 
is demonstrated in [30] that the a  cam arise as a dynamic resonance from t t  — i t  scattering in 
a non-linear chiral lagrangian. The present work will show a a  contribution that is consistent 
with phase shifts which comes from uncorrelated two pion exchange.
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A paper from 1980 by Theberge and others [14] presents the development of the bag model 
with pion coupling. The procedure of developing a quantized theory of nucleons and A ’s coupled 
to pions is presented and is related, using an extension of the Chew-Low model, to the pion 
nucleon scattering at the (3,3) resonance, f i n d i n g  good agreement using a bag radius of 0.72 
fen.
In may 1992, Gross, Van Orden, and Holinde published a paper [12] in which the nucleon- 
nucleon interaction was modeled by relativistic one-boson-exchanges. Low energy NN data 
could be well modeled using only four mesons, n, cr, u), and p. Form factors were treated 
phenomenologically. They find that models with different off-shell behavior can fit the on-shell 
data equally well.
The present work attempts to make a connection between the potential models of Celenza 
or Partovi and Lomon, and the OBE model of, e.g. Gross, and the quark model. It is the 
first time, to our knowledge, that a quark model based form factor has been used to calculate 
potentials for two pion exchange, including the A intermediate states, and then fit to OBE 
model parameters, providing explicit connection between the quark model and the OBE model.
In this paper we present a calculation of the N N  one pion exchange (OPE) and two pion 
exchange (TPE) forces from the chiral bag model and show that the results justify the intro­
duction of c  and 6 meson exchange forces as commonly used in OBE models. Our calculation 
provides a better understanding of the relationship between the OBE model and the quark 
structure of nucleons as described by QCD. See also [25] for another paper with a similar goal 
but a different approach.
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2.1.2 The B ag M odel
The chiral bag models QCD by incorporating confinement and chiral symmetry in a  relatively 
simple, way that allows for the calculation of the pion nucleon interactions in terms of a more 
fundamental quark pion interaction. In this model the nucleon consists of three quarks confined 
inside a spherical bag of radius R, together with an elementary pion field outside the bag which 
couples to the quarks at the surface in such a way that the chiral current is continuous across 
the surface. In our calculation, we assume that the two nucleons are separated by a distance 
D  >  2R (so that the two nucleons do not overlap). The OPE potential which we obtain from 
this calculation is identical to the conventional OPE potential, provided we identify a factor 
involving the quark-pion coupling constant (and the bag radius) with the experimental pion 
nucleon coupling constant.
The TPE potential can then be calculated without parameters. We include both crossed 
and uncrossed box diagrams, and we allow both the nucleon and A 1 in the intermediate states. 
We find that the resulting potentials can be very well approximated by an OBE potential 
consisting of a, 8, p, and ui contributions, and we determine the effective couplings and masses 
for these mesons. The extent to which the bag model calculation can reproduce the experimental 
OBE meson parameters helps us to understand to what extent the OBE parameters are just 
parameterizations of higher order pion exchanges, and has an impact an the way future OBE 
calculations sire performed.
We now turn to a description of the OPE and TPE calculations. The conclusion summarizes 
our results and their implications.
1 Remember from the first chapter that the A is a baryon with mass 1232 MeV, spin 3/2, and isospin 3/2.
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2.2 Calculation o f th e  O PE potential
The Langrangian for the chiral bag model (CBM) consists of three terms [13]
C c b m  =  C m i t  +  £ *  +  £1  (2 .8 )
where
£ m i t  — ~  [?7 • d q  +  B\ 0(R -  r )
A t =  { { d ^ ) 2 -
Cl = ~ ' r q'rsT'<i>q6(r-R) , (2.9)
where q  and <j> are the quark and pion fields, respectively, and is the pion decay constant.
Note that the pion field is regarded as an elementary field, and that the interaction between
quarks and pions is confined to the surface of the bag. If the interaction is neglected, the pion 
field will be a free field, and the quark field can be expanded in terms of static bag eigenstates. 
The quark field can be written
q(x) =  j&i U i( r ) e ~ tB it + d\ V i ( r ) e xE it j  , (2.10)
i= 0
where b{ and d,- axe creation operators for quarks and antiquarks with energy Ei and quantum 
numbers i, and iii and u,- are the corresponding static bag eigenspinors. For the unperturbed 
nucleon and delta, the bag is spherical, and all of the quarks are in the ground state with energy 
Eq = w/R, where w = 2.04 is the famous ground state eigenvalue and R  is the bag radius. The
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ground state spinors are [18]
tto(r) =  N
(  \  
jo(Eor)
K i< r-rji(E0r)
Xo, (2 .11)
with j i  the spherical Bessel function of order £, and normalization constant •
N z = w (2.12)
Using this model, the N N  scattering matrix to second order in the quark-pion coupling 
constant is
S  =  ( - i ) 2 i< lv X 1 1 d4x 1d 4*2 r[fl-/ (a:1 )£r/ (®2)] \NXN2) (2.13)
where i f /  =  —Cj =  Hjfc, and the nucleon bag state is
(2.14)
where summation is implied, a , 6 ,c  are spin, flavor, and color indices of individual quarks, and 
S is spin and isospin of the nucleon. The wave functions are antisymmetric in the indices 
a, 6 , c, and are normalized to
(NS\NS') = 6ss> =>• <t>abc<t>%bc — ^SS' (2.15)
Assmning that the bags are separated by a distance D > 2R  so that they do not overlap each
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Hi(x) will act only on one nucleon state, giving two equivalent terms. The S matrix therefore 
becomes simply
S  =  -< M | J  | J  d*x2H}(x2)\N2)
x(0\T(<f>i (x1)(l>j (x2) |0 ) . (2.16)
The pion propagator is the same as for a  free field theory
(POT* (* 0 * , M10) - j  . (2.17)
Introducing the irN N  vertex function
= i  J d4*! (N U H j ix , ) ] ^ }  e~ihx' , (2.18)
where and are the energies of the incoming and outgoing nucleons, respectively, gives
0 _  f  r ^ ff(fc, ) r iNiV7r(-fc, E n  ^, E n2)
s  — ' ]  ( £ ?  ~ e ------------------- • (2-19)
The next step is to evaluate vertex function. Using the expansion for the quark field, and
remembering that the interaction is confined to the surface of the bag, we obtain
r NN„(k,EN' ,E N) =  - j j - J d t j R 2<m (N1 \q ra 5q\N )e-ikx
= [ & d n Y , 8 & j - E k - k o )
u  j  jk
x3<£|t^L(X3|TtO--r|xfc)jo(^)ji(w), (2.20)
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where summation over the indices b and c is implied, and E'j and Ek are the energies of the 
initial fcth quark state and the final j'th quark state, respectively. Since the nucleons are 
static, the difference in the quark energies is equal to the difference in the nucleon energies, 
Ej — Ek = Epft — E n , and the energy conserving delta function can be factored out of the 
sum. Then, the sum may be evaluated using the structure of the nucleon wave function (see, 
for example, Ref. [23])
3<f>fbZ<t>kbc(Xj\Ti<r-r\xk) =  | (X's |Tx<r-r|xs ) , (2.21)
jfc
in which the operators on the LHS of the equation act on quark spinors and on the RHS act on 
nucleon spinors. The angular integral over the surface of the bag may be evaluated by noting 
that nucleon 1 is shifted from the origin by D /2  giving
g ik  x i  _  g tk  °  g tk - r i
=  e,k T Y t i ' W + l M k n m k - h )  (2.22)
Substituting these quantities into Eq. (2.20) and carrying out the angular integration gives
r NNn(k,ENI,EN) =  2TrS{EN, - E N - k Q) ^ ^ ^ j ^ w ) j l (kR)(x^Tia-k\xs) e i^
=  2irS(EN> - E N - k o )  >(k) n a i  -k e,1c T , (2.23)
O
where we used jo(w) = ji(w)  and the shorthand notation o\ =  (xs/|°1Xs)i and
47riV2R2 w . ,,
=  — %— J o H jl{ k R )  = 2R(w -  l )U  '
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This is the Feynman rule for the effective irN N  coupling of a pion to a nucleon.
We now return to Eq. (2.19) and complete the calculation of the second order 5  matrix. 
Doing the ko integration we obtain
S  = -2 m S (E f  -  Ei) V (D ) , (2.25)
where V{D), which can be identified with the second order N N  potential (see Ref. [18]), is
VU» -  - n . T2( | ) 7
dPk v2(k)
(27r)3 k2 (n2 +  k 2 — ie) '
=  J  —  — u2i fc) e,k 'D
The angular integral can be evaluated by expanding e,kD in partial waves and the radial integral 
can be evaluated by using contour integration:
f  d3k v2(k) e*kD _  f°° Juv2(k ) jQ{kD)
J  (27r)3 k2 {pi2 +  k2 — ie) 2ir2 J0 p.2 +  k2 — ie
=  j l  r  d t  v2w eikD
Air2 J _ OQ (fi2 + k2 -  ie) ikD  
v 2(ifi) e~^D
Aitfi fiD
Carrying out the differentiation gives the final result
, 2 ,.,.2
(2.26)
where
V{D) =  - n  . 7 5  ( I )  ^  Y0(fMD) + S M D) Y2(fiD) } , (2.27)
5i2(D) =  3— °  -  o-i • cr2 , (2.28)
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is the familiar tensor operator, and
Y0(x) =  ^
X
"  ? ( l + !  + | r ) -  <2'29>
are the standard S and D  wave potentials. If we compare (2.27) with the standard formula for
the OPE potential
J l  3
Vope(D)  =  —  ^  n  ■ t 2 [ a ,  • a2 Y0(fiD) +  S i2(D) Y2{g.D)) (2.30)
we see that the two formulas agree if
=  <2 3 1 >
For small values of /i/2, we may approximate v(ifi)
(232)
which gives the Goldberger-Trieman relation
where
5 M w MgA
9 & = W . - - J T - • ( 2 J 3 >
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is the axial coupling constant predicted by the bag model. It is well known that this is too 
small, and that therefore the n N N  coupling constant given by Eq. (2.33) should also be too 
small. Replacing the predicted value for ga by the experimental value of 1.24, and inserting 
this into Eq. (2.31) gives us a formula for the R  dependence of the irNN  coupling constant.
& n n  _  _ 9 M 2 _ 9a  •2/ - y ) /2 351
4ir ~  4tt f l  yfiR? \ ) (2-35)
Taking a reasonable value of R  = 0.8 fin for the bag radius, and /*■ =  97 MeV, y. — 140 MeV,
Figure 2-2: The variation of t%n n /4 tt with bag radius.
M .S r
I 2 J -
0.5 1.5
Btg Rjdius (fin)
M  =  939 MeV, and qa =  1-24, we obtain
=  12 (2.36)4ir
compared to the experimental value of 14, which is not bad considering the simplicity of the 
model.
In the next section we will fix the quantities in Eq. (2.31) by adjusting /*- for various R  so
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that g^NN[4-K =  14, and calculate the absolute strength of the two pion exchange potentials.
2.3 Calculation o f th e T P E  Potential
In this section we will calculate the two pion exchange (TPE) potentials obtained from the 
nucleon-nucleon, nucleon-delta, and delta-delta box and crossed box diagrams. We will first 
calculate the 5  matrix obtained from these fourth order diagram s, and then extract the effective 
potential, as discussed above and in Ref. [18]. In extracting the potential from the N N  box, we 
must be careful to remove the part which is merely the iteration of the OPE part; the remaining  
part is the “subtracted box” [18]. Previous calculations based on conventional meson exchange 
theory have found that diagrams including the delta isobar are important [17] [11] so they are 
included here. Because the bags are static, the fourth order potentials extracted from these 
diagrams can be Fourier transformed to position space, giving local potentials (i.e. potentials 
which depend on the distance D  only), but the static approximation also prevents us from 
being able to calculate the L • S potentials. For each bag radius R  we obtain results free of 
undetermined parameters; the only other parameter, f v , has already been fixed by the one pion 
exchange potential calculated in the previous section.
The assumption that the nucleon bags are stationary allows us to use a set of static Feynman 
rules previously derived [13] [16] and listed in Tables 2.2 and 2.3. The derivation of the rule for 
the effective pion nucleon coupling was given in Sec. II above. The calculation of the NN box 
and crossed box diagrams is carried out explicitly below, and the results for all the diagrams 
are summarized at the end of the Section.
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Table 2.2: Feynman rules for propagators in the static limit. 
dE batabi>i
Nucleon
Delta
Pion
Z j  (2t ) M — E — ie
- 7
_ . J  d*k sm,
. I" d E  (Sip 307O7')s/s((^ m'm 
(27t) M a — E  — ie
(27r)4 fi2 — k2 — ie
Table 2.3: Feynman rules for vertices in the static limit. 
ttN N  § u(fc)(rm)tvf(o- • k)3,a2Tr6{E' + ko ~  £ )e ik'D/2
rriVA 2s/2v{k) 8i'i8m'm6a'aki'2ir8(E' + ko ~  £ )e ik° / 2
7tAA -Zv{k)8iiieTn>mn8s'aea>rkr2Tr8(E' + k0 -  £ )e ,kD/2
Using the Feynman rules, the nucleon box diagram becomes: 
d4fci f  (flki f  dpio f  dp2o<? _  _  f  dk l  f  * k2 f  ^12 f  ^ 20
15601 “  J  ( 2tt)4 J  ( 2tt)4 J  2tt J  2tt
1 Plo)r/vAr7r(fc2>Pio, ^ 'Ni)^‘i^ rN„{—kl,E^,P2o)T^NNw(—k2,P2Q, E/fy\z) 
(ENl -  Pio -  ie)(FVj -  P20 -  ie) (p2 -  fci2)(m2 ~  &22)
where i?#? and are the outgoing and incoming energies of nucleons 1 and 2, and pio are the 
energies of the intermediate nucleons. Substituting in the explicit form of the vertex function 
and doing integrations over kio, £2 0 , P2 0  we obtain
d3ki f  d3k% f  dpio 1
(I)
27T (ENi -  P i o  -  ie)(pio -  E N2 -  ie)
4 ,2 ^2(fei)^2 (fc2)(o~i • ki)(or2 • ki)(q~i • k 2)(o~2 • k2) e*(kl+k2)'p  (l)
1 2  (u)l~ ( E ^  -  pio)2 -  ie) {uj\  -  ( p i o - E Nl)2 -  ie)
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where uii = yjfi2 + k$  is the kinetic energy of the exchanged pion. The pio integration is done 
by contour integration, closing the contour in the upper half plane. The pole at pio = E n2 +  ie 
is due to the iteration of the one pion exchange potential, and we must omit this pole in 
order to avoid double counting and obtain the subtracted box contribution [18] [12] [17]. The 
subtraction of this iterated OPE from the box will give an energy independent potential in 
the adiabatic limit [19]. If we assume that the nucleon energy differences — E n x, etc., are 
negligible compared to the pion kinetic energies (an excellent approximation and exact in the 
static limit), and evaluate the remaining residues, we obtain
w  = <3 -»• »> (i) 7  ^  /  n  }
x ( c i . k O fo  • k d f a  • k 2)(a2 . k2) . (2.39)
The angular integrations can be carried out if the exponential is expanded in partial waves, 
giving
VffNbox =  (3 -  2ri • t2) { Vn n c(D) -f- ct\ • c 2  Vnn s(D) + S 12(D) VNm(D)} , (2.40)
where the central, spin-spin, and tensor potentials have the form
^ =(1 ) 7  #  I
with
Ic(ku k2) =  y 2{ k i D ) j 2{k2D )  +  ^ j o ( k i D ) j 0(k2D )
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I*(ku k2) = |  {j2(kiD)j2(k2D) -  jo(kiD )j0(k2D)}
It(k i,k2) = - p 2 ( k i D ) j 2{k2D ) - ^ \ j 0(kiD )j2(k2D ) + j 2(kiD)jo(k2D)\ . (2.42)
These potentials can be further transformed into a single integral over an effective mass, but 
we chose instead to evaluate these expressions directly.
The crossed box is evaluated in the same way (except that now the nucleon poles lie in the 
same half plane, and can be avoided by closing the contour in the other half plane), and gives 
a result with an identical structure, and with individual potentials which are identical except 
for some of their signs. When the N N  box and crossed box contributions are added together, 
some of the terms add and others cancel, so that the sum of the box and crossed box has the 
following simple structure:
Vn n  =  ~ (Ti ■ t2) W NNc{D) +  0i • <r2 6V/V7vs(D) +  Si2(D) 6V/vmCD). (2.43)
Note that the isoscalar central, and the isovector spin-spin and tensor components which were 
present in the box contribution have all cancelled, while the others have doubled in size.
The TV A potentials are obtained by using the Feynman rules in Tables 2.2 and 2.3, and 
by integrating over the internal energies as we did for the N N  box described above. We will 
separate our answer into two contributions. The first is the positive energy N A  cut, which 
contributes to the N A  box diagram. This contribution is the iteration of the N N  —* N A  
transition potential, and would have to be excluded in a generalized OPE model with coupled 
N N  and N A  channels. The second is all of the remaining terms, which includes part of the 
box and all of the crossed box. Smith and Pandharipande [17] have argued that the bulk of the
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N A  interaction is included in iterations of the N N  —► N A  transition potential, and that the 
additional contributions are small. Separating these two contributions will enable us to test 
this observation in the context of our simple bag model.
The first contribution, the iterated N N  —*• N A  transition potential, becomes:
F (i) _  ro . _ ( AV ( 5 \ 2 f ^ d k x [k%dk2 v2(ki)v2(k2)VNA ~  ~ (3 + Ti t2) J
x$ Ic{k \ ,k2) -<?! •< 7 2  I3(k\,k2) - S 12(D) I t{ki,k2)], (2.44)
where the I i(k i,k2) were given in Eq. (2.42). Note the presence of the factor M a — M  in the 
denominator. This factor emerges in this form because the bags are static; if the bags were 
moving with energy E, the factor would be replaced by Ma  — E, and would be singular at the 
N A  threshold where the box diagram has a cut. Also, the isospin factor 3 +  Ti ■ r2 insures that 
this term can contribute only to N N  states of isospin 1, as required by isospin conservation. 
The remaining contributions from the N A  box and crossed box are
f  SM(u>i +u)2) +u>2 -tu>2 +  u>iu2 1 
\ u>2u>2(u i  +  oj2)(cji +  SM)(ui2 + 8M) J
x [ - n  • t 2 4Ic{k\,k2) + a i - a 2 §Is(ku k2) + S X2(D) 6 /t(fci, fc2)] ,(2.45)
where 6M = M a — M. Note that the structure of the this contribution is very sim ila r  to the 
N N  contribution (2.43); in the limit 6M  ~  0, it is precisely —32/25 times the N N  result, and 
decreases as 8M  increases. As we will see in the next section, it will almost completely cancel 
the N N  contribution.
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Finally, we turn to the AA contribution. Using the Feynman rules, we obtain the following 
two contributions
V W  \ ( 4 V  [  k i dki f  * ^ 2  u2(fci)u2(fc2) [fa/j + u)2 + 28M]
a a  (3 2 r i ' T2) \ z J  J  27T2 J  2tt2 28M(uj1 +  ui2){ui +  5M)2(cj2 +  SM)2
x[4/c(fci,fe2) +<Ti -CT2  Is(ki,k2) + 512(D) /t(fci,fc2 )] , (2.46)
f  { S M  +  ui \ ) {SM  -+- tu2) +wi(<5A/ +  o7x) +  lu2{SM  -f- '^2 ) 1 
2t*>io/2(a/i -Fa/2)(aii 4* SM)^{cj2 +  SM )2 j
x  [24I c(k i,k2) - tx - t2o 1 • a2 / s(fci, *2 ) -  n  • r2 Si2(D) I t (ku  fc2)](?.47)
where V^ a  includes contributions from the iterated N N  —+ AA transition potential (with 
the expected isospin factor), and V^a are the remaining contributions. Note tha t v j f l  has a 
different structure from its N N  and iVA counterparts given in Eqs. (2.43) and (2.45); its central 
part corresponds to isoscalar exchange, and its spin-spin and tensor parts are pure isovector 
exchange. The significance of this result will be discussed in the next section.
2.4 Results
The isoscalar and isovector exchange potentials for several different bag radii, R, were computed 
using gaussian quadrature. Fig. 2-3 shows the results for the case R  = 0.8 frn. Note that we 
have calculated the potentials only for separations D > 2R  where the bags do not overlap. 
These bag model potentials were then fit to OBE potentials describing the exchange of scalar, 
and vector mesons with isospin zero and one. The isoscalar potentials have the following fam iliar
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Figure 2-3: Isovector (top) and isoscalar exchange potentials for R=0.8 fin. The solid circles, 
boxes, and triangles are the central, spin-spin, and tensor potentials, respectively. The solid 
lines are the OBE fits described in the text.
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form [11] (where terms involving L • S  coupling have been dropped because the bags are static):
V * )  =
m r )  =  £
~  i  © 1
+  (l +  « v ) ^ ( ^ ) 2 TT^Yoimyr)
+  {~w )  X f 1 *ffi m*Yo(mvr ) ~  § 5 i2(r ) m ^ m ^ r )  J  (2-48)
where Yo(x) and Y2(x) were previously defined in Eq. (2.29). The isovector potentials have 
an additional factor of (ri • T2 ). If these were to be associated with real mesons, the isoscalar 
exchanges would arise from a  and ui mesons, and the isovector exchanges from 8 and p mesons.
As shown in Fig. 2-3, the bag spin-spin potentials are repulsive in both isoscalar and isovector 
channels, and the tensor potentials are both attractive, so there is the possibility that they can 
be fit by an exchange of an effective vector meson, which also has a positive spin-spin potential 
and a negative tensor potential. However, the ratio of the spin-spin to the tensor parts for a 
vector meson exchange is fixed at 2:1 (with a small dependence on the distance x), so the fact 
that these parts of the bag model potentials can be fit by pure vector exchange is a non-trivial 
feature of our results. The central parts of the potentials are both attractive, and can therefore 
be described by effective a and 6 exchanges which can be made strong enough to overcome 
the repulsive central contributions from the effective vector meson exchanges. The fits are 
independent of the anomalous magnetic moment couplings, k, of the vector mesons, and hence 
these parameters must be fixed by other considerations.
Assuming that the k ’ s  are zero, the effective OBE exchange masses and coupling constants 
can be determined as a  function of the bag radius iZ, and the results are shown in Figs. 2-4
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Figure 2-4: Variation of the effective meson masses with the bag radius. The open circles, 
boxes, diamonds, and triangles are the rho, delta, sigma, and omega masses respectively.
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and 2-5 and in Tables 2.4 and 2.5.
Figure 2-5: Variation of the effective meson couplings with the bag radius. The symbols are as 
in the previous figure.
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XX XX
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Radius (fm)
Note that all of these quantities vary smoothly with the bag radius, with the masses changing 
by only about 25% as the radius varies from 0.8 to 0.5 ftn, and the couplings changing by a 
factor of two. We conclude that the effective mass of all the bosons is in the vicinity of 500 MeV, 
a number fully consistent with their interpretation as effective two pion exchange potentials, 
but that their effective couplings are more uncertain.
Further insight into our results can be obtained from Figs. 2-6 and 2-7, which display
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Figure 2-6: Contributions to the isoscalar centred (bottom panel), spin-spin (middle panel), and 
tensor (top panel) potentials from N N  terms (dotted lines), the iterated iVA terms (dashed 
lines with narrow spaces), residual N A  terms (dashed lines with wide spaces), and A A terms 
(dot-dashed line, shown only in the bottom panel). The total potential is the solid line in every 
panel.
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Figure 2-7: Contributions to the isovector central, spin-spin, and tensor potentials from N N ,  
iterated IVA, and residual IVA terms. The labeling is identical to the previous figure.
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Table 2.4: OBE couplings required to fit bag model potentials.
n  o  A' 9a‘2 9s2 9p2 9“2Bag Radius (fin) —  —  —
_____________  47T 47r 47T___42E—
0.6 23.8 7.69 4.81 14.2
0.7 17.4 5.59 3.74 11.0
0.8 14.1 4.24 3.00 9.3
Table 2.5: OBE masses required to fit bag model potentials.
Bag Radius (£m) m a (MeV) mg (MeV) mp (MeV) (MeV)
0.6 529 564 584 519
0.7 495 530 551 486
0.8 473 503 524 466
how the total potentials are built up from the N N  contributions of Eq. (2.43), the iterated 
N A  contributions of Eq. (2.44), the residual IVA contributions of Eq. (2.45), and the A  A  
contributions of Eq. (2.47). The A A contributions are very small in all but the central isoscalar 
channel (and are shown only for this case), where they contribute a small additional attraction. 
A good understanding of the overall picture is obtained by ignoring the AA contributions. As 
noted in the previous section, the N N  and residual N A  contributions contribute only to the 
effective 6 and u  (but only the spin-spin and tensor parts), and are not small individually, but 
the figures show that they very nearly cancel. Hence, to a very good approximation, the total 
result comes completely from the iterated N A  process, and this explains the approximate three 
to one ratio of the isoscalar to vector meson effective coupling strengths shown in Table 2-5.
The above discussion can be summarized as follows:
(i) In all cases, the total result is well approximated (to about 20% accuracy) by the iteration 
of the N  A  transition potential with coupling strength roughly in the ratio of 3 (isoscalar) 
to 1 (isovector).
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(ii) The AA contributions sire very small except for the isoscalar-central potential, where the 
AA contribution is about 20% of the total result.
(iii) The N N  contributions to the isovector-central, isoscalar-spin-spin, and isoscalar-tensor 
potentials are large, but are almost exactly cancelled by the residual N A  contributions
These results are in good agreement with calculations of the N N , N A ,  and AA contributions 
which treat the nucleon and delta as elementary particles [17, 24].
2.5 D iscussion
For R  =  0.8 fin, we find that the sigma obtained is comparable to that required by OBE fits 
to phase shifts [12]. A rho contribution is obtained which has a mass which is too low and 
coupling too high.
We also obtain omega and delta contributions which one might not expect to be produced 
by two pion exchange. The G parity of two pions is +1 while that of the omega and delta is -1. 
These unexpected contributions come about because the s<-*u crossing symmetry between the 
box and crossed box diagrams which guaranties the conservation of angular momentum and 
isospin in the t  channel (N N  scattering) is spoiled in the s channel. A detailed discussion of 
this follows.
The N N  amplitude is directly related to that of N N ;  in particular the s*-*u crossing sym­
metry in one is preserved in the other. It is useful for this discussion to consider the N N ,  which 
will be called the t channel. The Mandelstam variables will be referred to using definitions from 
the s channel N N  scattering. That is, the two amplitudes axe identical expressions of s, t, and 
u. The values taken on by them in the physical regions of the two processes are very different.
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In the t channel, however, there is a particular symmetry under s«-m. We calculated the box 
and crossed box using covariant Feynman rules with 7 5  coupling. A direct comparison of the 
two diagrams produces the result that
•M-crossedJ>ox(.S: =  ^^-box
We expect then an amplitude of the form
M (s ,  t) =  (3 -  2 t \  ■ r 2) * Mbox(s, t ) -  
(3 +  2t i  • t 2) * Mbox(u, t)
or
M ( s , t) =  3 * (Mbox(s, t) -  Mbox(u,t))
- 2 t i  • r2 * (Mbox(s, t) + Mbox(u, t))
Indeed, performing the integration in d^k using Feynman parameters we obtain the following 
for the sum of box and crossed box:
o4  3 r1 
M  =  9n ‘^ J  d w  J  d x  J  dy  w (w  — 1)4 • 967T2
X [ 2® W b,«(Pi) [3 -  2 (n  . r2) +  ^ j )
+ M 2u(p'1)u(pI) (1 -  io)2(l -  y 2)
* 3 (A M ^ + A ^ ) _ 2(Tl’T2KA5(Mj_ ^ < ) ) . }
+additional terms (2 .4 9 )
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where
A (s,t) =  (^(y2 -  1) +  M 2)(w -  l ) 2  -  ^ - ( 1  -  x 2) -F wfj2
The M 2 term was explicitly displayed to show the appearance of a typical scalar interaction. If 
we keep in mind that is symmetric and u(j/2)v(p2) is anti-symmetric under s«-+u,
we find that the above equation for M. has the appropriate symmetry. This expression may be 
compared to others done previously [24] [25].
In the limit of large M  we can neglect the term involving s in the expression for A(s, t). 
In this limit we see that the antisymmetric parts of the amplitude vanish, leaving only the 
expected scalar-isoscalar and vector-isovector parts, confirming that the s u symmetry is a 
necessary consequence of angular momentum and isospin conservation in the t channel.
When we shift back to N N  scattering, the same symmetry is preserved, but now the values 
of s and u are very different and lead to quite different mixing of the spin and isospin states. 
So it is not so strange after all that the static bag calculation produces all the combinations of 
spin and isospin.
We note also that in a recent paper [31] which performed a calculation of the two pion box 
diagrams using a covariant 7rN  scattering amplitude, a  and 6 contributions were obtained. The 
masses are comparable to ours but the couplings are much smaller. For the a  their coupling is
4.02 compared to 14.1 for our calculation at 0.8 fin bag radius. For the 6 they get a coupling 
of 0.20 compared to ours of 4.24, a factor of 20 different. The discrepancy in the coupling 
in the isovector channel may be due to the inclusion in their calculation of the D\z which 
canceled contributions from the A. Given this limitation of our calculation, it appears that the 
calculations are consistent.
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The effective omega has a low mass and very low coupling compared to the omega obtained 
from fits to phase shifts. The delta has about half the mass of that expected from phase shift 
data but has about the right coupling.
It appears then that the phenomenological a  required to fit the phase shifts can be considered 
to be a direct result of uncorrelated two ir exchange. In addition, we find a 6, u , and p 
contributions that have little or no relationship to physical counterparts. The masses of the 
effective particles resulting from two 7r exchange are about as you might expect. The 
couplings are significant. In the case of the a, its coupling is consistent with phase shift 
measurements. It, however, has no physical counterpart to confuse the measurement in this 
channel. This is not the case for the oj and p and it would appear that calculations based on 
one 7r exchange models might well be justified in including u; and p components tha t have no 
connection to their physical counterparts. It would seem that phase shift calculations which 
do not include some way of including these should probably overestimate the couplings of the 
physical mesons as they try  to compensate for the omission. It would be interesting to see the 
effect of such inclusions on phase shift calculations.
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Perturbative QCD calculation of the 
Pion Form Factor
3.1 Introduction
The pion. is the lightest of the mesons with a mass of 140 MeV. It has no intrinsic angular 
momentum so we say its spin is zero, J=0. It comes in three different charge states, +1, 0 and 
- 1  times the fundamental charge, e, so it is an isospin triplet, T = l. The pion wavefunction 
changes sign if the coordinates are inverted, so it is a  pseudo-scalar, its parity is -1. It is a bound 
state of two quarks: the 7T+ is a ud, 7T° is — dd), and n~ is a —ud. Remembering the
charges of the quarks from the previous discussion and that an anti-particle has the opposite 
charge of its particle, it is seen that the charges add up to give the stated pion charges.
The mean life of a pion is 2.6 x 10~ 8 seconds. That is, after a very short time a pion 
spontaneously decays into other, lighter particles. Since the pion has a short life, it is impossible 
to make a fixed target of pions. They must be created in reactions of other particles and observed
75
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before they decay.
The pion is of importance because it is intrinsically linked to chiral symmetry which is 
approximately obeyed by the equations of QCD. It is this aspect of the pion which was important 
in chapter two of this work, because it provided the justification for the coupling of the pion to 
the quarks and ultimately the nucleon.
In this chapter, we will be concerned with another aspect of the pion, namely that it is a 
simple bound state of two quarks and that it may be possible to calculate certain features of 
the pion from first principles. In particular, we hope to be able to understand the form factor, 
Ft, of the pion on the basis of QCD.
Remember from the introductory chapter that the (electromagnetic) form factor is a measure 
of the spatial distribution of the charge of an object. A point-like object has a very simple form 
factor, F(Q 2) =  1, for all Q2. An object that has some internal structure will have a form factor 
which is some function of Q2. In principle, the form factor can be measured with a scattering 
experiment similar to Rutherford’s alpha scattering experiment. We can imagine shooting a 
beam of electrons at a pion as in figure 3-1 and then measuring the rate at which electrons 
are scattered at different angles. Electrons are nice because being leptons, they do not have 
any strong interactions with the pion, they only interact electromagnetically. The scattered 
electron is providing a virtual photon of momentum Q which then interacts with the charge 
of the pion. We expect the charge of the pion to have some non-trivial distribution because it 
is concentrated in the individual quarks which make up the pion. In this diagram, the vertex 
where the photon and the pion interact is not shown as a point, but as a large circle to represent 
that there is internal structure to the pion.
In any event, the cross section can be related to the form factor. In practice, we cannot
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Figure 3-1: The pion form factor, FT, determines the scattering amplitude when a photon 
interacts with the pion.
scattered electron
make a fixed pion target, so more complicated procedures must be used but many experiments 
have been done and the following plot shows the pion electromagnetic form factor [33]. It is 
displayed as a function of s because in this case it is being related to pion pair production 
instead of pion scattering, but it is still the same form factor which determines the rate.
Figure 3-2: The pion form factor F-K(Q2).
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i
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Since we know that the pion is made of two quarks, and we know the equations of QCD
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which govern the strong force which binds the quarks to each other, perhaps we can calculate 
the structure of the pion and its form factor.
3.2 Calculation o f Fv
From the earlier discussion we understand that the form factor is a  way to parameterize the 
interaction of a pion with the electromagnetic field. We can write the parameterization of the 
pion electromagnetic current as
<*V“ W  =  e lF P r t tp + j / ) , .  +G(<32 )(p '- p U  (3.1)
which is the factor that goes at the vertex of the Feynman diagram. The form is determined 
from consideration of Lorentz invariance. It must be a four vector and the only possible four 
vectors from which to construct it are p, j f ,  and q. But conservation of momentum requires 
q = jJ — p, so there are only two independent four vectors. We choose to use the sum and 
difference because of another simplification which follows. The scalar factors, F  and G, must be 
constructed of the independent scalars available in the problem. The possible scalars available 
are p2, j /2, and g2, but from relativity we remember p2  =  p' 2 =  p2, where p  is the mass of the 
pion, and q2 =  (jf — p ) 2 =  2p2  — 2pf - p. There is only one independent scalar and we choose to 
use Q2 =  —q2.
Conservation of current requires that
3*%  => Jp =  0 (3.2)
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and using the given form for the current we find
=  e[F(Q V ( p  +  p%  +  G (Q V (P ' ~  p )m] =  0- (3-3)
But q^ip + j/)fj = (pf — p) • (pf + p) =  pf2 — p2  = p2 — p2 =  0 so tha t conservation of current 
requires (7 =  0 . Considerations of Lorentz invariance and conservation of current thus dictate 
the pion form factor be expressed as FV(Q2).
Now to the calculation from QCD of F^. We consider the pion-photon vertex which was 
represented as a big circle and we consider what kinds of interactions can occur between the 
photon and the two quarks which make up the pion. Unfortunately, we quickly come to the 
conclusion that there are a huge number of relevant diagrams, with gluons going every which 
way between the quarks. In fact, the pion is a bound state. Since it is a  bound state, the two 
quarks are always in close proximity and are continually exchanging gluons. It is not like the 
simple case of one particle scattering from another in which case the time during which virtual 
particles can be exchanged is limited. The very existence of a bound state implies an infinite 
number of exchange diagrams. To get a bound state in perturbation theory requires somehow 
summing an infinite series of diagrams. We will not do that here.
Instead, we propose that the diagrams can be grouped in the following way. The pion is a 
bound state of the quarks which can be viewed as the result of summing up all the diagrams 
for gluon exchange between the quarks. The net result of these is th a t there is a distribution 
function <p(x, Q) tha t tells how the quark velocities are distributed in the pion. If the pion has 
a momentum P, one quark has a momentum x P  and the other quark has momentum ( 1  — x)P  
so that together they give the correct total momentum. The function <f> gives the probability
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of measuring a  particular momentum fraction. Q sets the momentum scale of the problem. 
Having split out the quarks from the pion wavefunction, we can then look at a relatively small 
set of diagrams which describe the photon interacting with one of the quarks. We are led to 
consider the form factor as in figure 3-3 which leads to equation (3.4) for the form factor [33]
Figure 3-3: At high momentum transfers, the form factor is a product of “soft” wavefunctions, 
<f>, and a “hard” scattering amplitude, T .
(l-x)p
Fk{Q2) =  [ l dx f 1 dy<l>*(y,Q2)T (x ,y ,Q 2)<t>(x,Q2) (3.4)
Jo Jo
where <j> is the wave function of the pion and T  represents the amplitude for “hard” scattering. 
The word “hard” is used here because this factorization depend upon the momentum of the 
incoming photon being very large. When a very high momentum photon scatters one of the 
quarks, that quark must absorb that momentum temporarily. For the pion to continue to 
exist, this excess momentum must somehow be distributed to the other quark. It must be 
distributed very quickly before the pion fragments. It is assumed that this takes place through 
the exchange of a small number of gluons and that the momentum is high enough that a s is 
small and perturbation theory can be used to calculate the “hard” amplitude.
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The amplitude, T, is calculated using perturbation theory. The first order calculation 
proceeds from the diagrams in which one gluon is exchanged between the two quarks as shown 
in figure 3-4 and its other three permutations to calculate the hard amplitude:
Figure 3-4: The first order diagram for T.
x p + q
(i-y)p'(l-x)p
_  167vCf M Q 2) (o ^
— Q2( l - x ) ( l - y )
in which Cp  =  4/3 is a color factor for the exchanged gluon, basically analogous to the total 
charge for an electromagnetic exchange. The hard amplitude is substituted into 3.4 to obtain
Setting
we get the result
Fir(Q2) =  1 6 ?rCW Q 2) T f 1 <f>(x,Q2)dx 
Q2 [Jo 1 — x (3.6)
(3.7,
(3.8)
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The distribution function must be determined by another method. Consideration of the reaction 
7r —► fit/ leads to the conclusion that in the limit of infinite momentum transfer [42]:
<f>asy(x) =  V S f Tx ( l  -  X ) .  (3.9)
where we recall f n =  93 MeV is the pion decay constant. Using this in equation 3.7 we obtain 
I-x =  and finally
(3.10)
in the limit of infinite Q2. How well does this compare to the data in figure 3-2? At the upper 
limit of the graph, Q2 =  10 GeV2  and we find that Q2Fn(Q2) ~  1 . From the graph of the 
strong coupling constant, figure 1-14, we obtain as ~  0.24 and we calculate Q 2F7r(Q2) = 0 .1  
GeV2. The experimental value appears to be about ten times as large as the pQCD value.
Now, it is quite possible that the asymptotic distribution function is not appropriate at this 
momentum transfer. An alternative distribution is the Chemyak-Zhitnitsky [43]
<t>cz{x) =  5^«y(a0(l -  2s)2. (3.11)
If we use this distribution we get Iv =  and now we calculate Q2F„[Q2) =  0.3 GeV2, an 
improvement, but still substantially off the mark. There may, however, be some concern that 
the experimental points are not all reliable.
In [33] the experimental information on the pion form factor has been summarized. It 
includes data from five different processes:
1. the electroproduction of pions on nucleons (e~N —* e~irN)
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2. the scattering of charged pions on atomic electrons (7T~e~ —► 7r- e“ )
3. the inverse electroproduction processes (ir~p —► e+e~n)
4. electron-positron annihilation into two charged pions (e+e“  —* ir+ir~)
5. J/tp  decay into two charged pions —*• 7r+7r“ )
In [35] there is doubt about the reliability of the determination from electroproduction. 
At the heart of the criticism is the lack of a clean initial state. Experimentally [36] what is 
measured is the electroproduction of pions from nucleons:
e + p  —► e' +  7r+ +  n. (3.12)
By selecting neutrons emitted at low momentum, it is modeled that the cross section for longi­
tudinal polarizations of the virtual photon in a Rosenbluth decomposition is dominated by the 
t-channel pion pole graph, thereby relating the measured result to gXAw(£ ~  0) and F^(Q2). 
Unfortunately background processes involving perturbative quantum-chromodynamics (PQCD) 
diagrams were shown [35] to potentially undermine this extraction of F ^ Q 2), especially at 
the accuracy required to compare with the power-law dependence predicted by PQCD [37], 
Fn(Q2) oc Q~2. One is thus led to seek another, independent source of information for the pion 
form factor at large Q2. One such source is the measured decay channels of charmonium [7]. 
And, indeed, the value of iv  quoted in [33] for the largest Q2 is precisely this measurement.
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3.3 Determ ination of Fn from th e decay o f J/ip
The leading-order diagram for the decay
J/ip -*■ 7r+7T“ (3.13)
is shown in figure 3-5 . The PQCD calculation [38] [39] of this graph proceeds by ignoring
Figure 3-5: The leading-order diagram for the decay of charmonium into pions. The wavy line 
is a photon.
binding effects and taking the initial state charm quarks on-shell in a relative S wave with each 
quark carrying half the four-momentum of the bound state. The spinors are then restricted 
to produce a spin 1 state, whereby their sum can replaced by — M j/^,)/2y/2. The
corresponding amplitude M  for figure 3-5 is thus given by
M  =  - iA F ^ M 2m )^ W cece ^ - ^ -  x (3.14)
where A  is a constant related to the charmonium’s wave function at the origin, Nc =  3 is a color 
factor, and ec, ev+ are the charges of a charm quark and a pion, respectively. The dependence on 
the unknown constant A  can be eliminated by comparing the obtained branching ratio
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to the leptonic decay rate T ^ L , from which one obtains that
r J/tf
■pJ/lfr 
e+e—
Inserting the measured branching ratios [7] \TJ^e_fTTotal =  0.0602 ±  0.0019, TJ^_/TTotai = 
(1.47 ±  0.23) x 10-4] one finds that
=  (0.94 ±  0.08) GeV2. (3.16)
We note that equation (3.16) is a factor of 2 or so larger than might have been expected had 
one extrapolated the space-like data [36] for 3.33 GeV2  > \Q2\ > 1.18 GeV2 assuming PQCD 
scaling. It is amusingly much closer to the largest quoted Q2 value of [36] [QqF„(Qq) «  0.7 
GeV2, at Qq =  9.77 GeV2] although both the experimental errors and the expected background 
processes [35] are the largest.
3.4 Corrections to  the leading order calculation1
Considering the difficulties associated with the space-like data, one is naturally led to consider 
the background processes that could spoil the extraction (3.16). One expects that the largest 
of these occur through strong interactions between the outgoing pions and the initial state of 
charmonium. We have redrawn the leading order diagram in pQCD terms in figure 3-6. The 
leading order correction is shown in figure 3-7. We remind the reader that a purely strong
1The following material is taken from a paper done with Joe Milana [34], with slight corrections to allow 
for the time lapse since its publication. The author would like to specifically and gratefully acknowledge his 
contribution to this effort.
(3.15)
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Figure 3-6: The leading order pQCD diagram.
p.+
1t-
P,-
Figure 3-7: The leading order correction that could spoil the extraction of F ^ M 2^ ) .  Curly 
lines are gluons.
7C+
-P/2'
interaction decay mode [e.g. replace the photon in figure 3-7 by a third gluon] is forbidden by 
G  parity. We also distinguish between diagrams such as 3-7 and those that are merely a single 
gluon added to 3-6, as the latter are effectively vertex corrections for either the constant A  or 
and would hence not spoil the extraction 3.16 [40]. Unlike the background processes
[35] discussed for the space-like data, the corrections considered here me higher order in a a(Q2) 
and thus one might expect them to be small. On the other hand there are examples [41] in
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the charmonium spectrum (e.g., the decay of the rjc into hadrons) where such corrections are 
accompanied with an unusually large coefficient.
The new work represented here is an estimate of the relative contribution of the amplitude 
M.n lOi of figure 3-7 and its 35 accompanying diagrams (18 in which the photon couples to the 
quark in the 7r+, and 18 in which it couple to the antiquark). We have calculated these graphs 
using the asymptotic [42]and the Chemyak-Zhitnitsky (CZ) [43] distribution amplitudes for the 
pion,
4*asy =  '\/3^r2'(l 3?)i
<t>cz =  5 ^ ( 1  - 2 s ) 2  (3.17)
(where £ represents the fraction of the pion’s momenta carried by the quark and =  93 MeV is 
the pion’s decay constant), and then compared to the corresponding leading-order result M l o , 
for figure 3-6. Whereas neither distribution amplitude is capable of reproducing the value 
for contained in equation (3.16) [ Q2Fir(Q2) =  1.21 as(Q2) for the CZ distribution
amplitude, which is a factor 25/9 larger than the asymptotic result], we believe th a t between
the two, considering the rather different forms for these two distribution amplitudes, we will
get a good estimate for the relative size
(3.18)
M lo
We find tha t R  «  5% for either distribution amplitude.
We find it convenient to work with light-cone variables defined by the directions of the
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outgoing pions, i.e.,
Pj/i> =  1 > 0 ) »
P-7T+ =  M j / ^ {  1, 0, 0),
P*- =  0 ,1 ,0). (3.19)
Beyond the integrals over the distribution amplitudes, the evaluation of M-nlo  includes a
four-dimensional loop integral over the gluon momentum K  in figure 3-7 and shown in the
equation:
Q2 J (2ir)4 { V2{ 2  '
& j f 2 - t  + M/2)
7  [(Pj/2 -  i f ) 2  — M 2 /4] 
( ? j / 2 - l j C - Q  + M/2)  
[ { P j / 2 - K - Q ) 2 - M 2/ ^  i
x r r ( 7 5 ^ ,7r7 ^ ( - ^ r) 7 5 -  - }
x -^ -—  j i ------ — x x T r { ^ ^ }  x T r { ^ ^ }  (3.20)
K 2 { K - y P w- x P ^ ) 2 2 2 l 2 2 ;  v '
This loop integral is both ultraviolet and infrared finite. Simple power counting yields that 
the integral converges at large K 2. The infrared limit is only slightly more complicated. There 
are two regimes in the infrared, the soft (K 11 —+ 0) and the collinear (K  oc Pn+, or K  oc Pw-  ). 
In either regime, an individual graph may diverge logarithmically. However this divergence is 
always canceled in the sum over graphs to produce a  finite result. In the soft regime, this occurs 
because the gluons are attaching to a color singlet initial state. The collinear divergence occurs 
when K  becomes collinear to P  allowing the momentum of the quark propagator to become
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zero. Since we neglect quark masses in the high momentum approximation, the propagator 
becomes singular. But the collinear regime is likewise safe because of a cancellation between 
the two graphs depicted in figure 3-8. The figure shows the pion split into quark and anti-quark
Figure 3-8: Diagrams with canceling collinear divergences.
xP
-(l-x)P
with a gluon coupling to one of them. The blob labeled T  represents all the rest of the reaction. 
The momenta K  and P  are becoming collinear. The important cancellation arises because of 
the symmetry between the quark and the antiquark in the pion’s distribution amplitude
<f>(x) =  <p(l — x). (3.21)
These known cancellations provided useful checks for our numerical calculations.
In order to minimize the number of numerical integrations, we eschewed the more standard 
technique of combining propagators using Feynman parameters, and instead focused on per­
forming the loop integrations directly. Two of the integrations can be done analytically. The 
angular integral contained in c^Kj. is trivial as there is at most only one external transverse 
direction to a  graph, namely e, whose dot product with Kj_ must thus vanish by symmetric
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integration. The K + integration was then done using Cauchy’s theorem by summing over the 
residues of the poles from the various propagators. (The 36 graphs can be organized into three 
groups, each group sharing a common set of denominators, and where the sets differ from one 
another by only one propagator.) This then leads to restrictions on the K ~  integral dictated 
by the requirement that at least one (and not all) of the poles lie in the upper-half plane. In 
general these limits are involved functions of the remaining integration variables, £1 , and 
where £ 1  and £ 2  are the arguments of the two pion distribution amplitudes. We are thus left 
with four numerical integrations, well within the practical capabilities of a modem workstation 
without the need to resort to any Monte Carlo methods. To evaluate the Dirac algebra of the 
various graphs, we used HIP [44], a symbolic manipulation program designed to work within 
the framework of MATHEMATICA [45]. The numerical integrations were then performed using
because there exists a cut in figure 3-7 through the two gluons, corresponding to the “physical” 
decay of the J/ip  into two gluons and two quarks. As in other special cases [42] [47], M l^ LO 
represents a calculable quantity in PQCD. This follows because although the gluons go on shell,
only at higher order in a s. Nevertheless, for the sake of completeness, we quote our results for 
both the real and imaginary parts. We obtain that
MATHEMATICA.
The amplitude M.nlo has both a real and an imaginary part. The imaginary part arises
they here can only propagate a short distance before further interacting to form the two pion
final state. The imaginary part, however, is formally ignorable in our calculations since it does
not interfere with the leading-order contribution M lo and thus contributes to the decay rate
M.nlo =  —iAecen+a (3.22)
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compared to
M lo =  - iA e ce*as-rjZ—16iry/6i 2 5 }
M J/rl> I  9 J
where the upper number is for the asymptotic distribution and the lower is for the CZ one. 
Ignoring the imaginary part we thus get
* = +t {o°:23} ( 3 - 2 3 )
. The magnitude of this correction is comparable to other results [48] involving J p = 1~ bound 
states of heavy quarks. Its relatively small size we understand as arising due to the difficulty of 
extracting additional gluons from a small color-singlet initial state. Whereas it is only the pion 
distribution amplitudes that prevent the gluon in figure 3-7(a) from going on-shell, the bosons 
in 3-7(b) are further prevented by their coupling to the color-singlet, electrically neutral, J/ip 
initial state.
To summarize, we have estimated the leading-order PQCD correction to the decay of char- 
monium into pions that could not be factorized into either the initial or final states’ wave 
functions, and find that it is small. We find this result highly suggestive tha t charmonium 
provides a good laboratory for extracting the pion’s electromagnetic form factor at large Q2 
and M 2^ F w(Mj^ )  ~  0.9, although there may be other mechanisms (e.g., isospin violation in 
the strong interaction or the existence of some exotic bound state) that could yet spoil this 
result.
It seems then that there is a considerable discrepancy between the pQCD prediction for Fw 
and the experimental value. A possible explanation of this may be tha t the momentum is simply 
not high enough for pQCD to be applicable. An example of this discussion is contained in [49]
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where it is maintained that the exchanged gluon in the hard amplitude is not at large enough Q2 
over the entire range of integration of the distribution function <f)(x). It is suggested also that 
non-perturbative effects can also make a significant contribution to the form factor at presently 
accessible momenta. This argument finds support from [33] in which it is stated tha t “for 
the present, and appropriate phenomenological approach based on the experimental fact of a 
creation of vector-mesons in electron-positron annihilation processes and on the well-established 
analytic properties is still the most reasonable way of a global theoretical reconstruction of EM 
F F ’s of hadrons.” By using a model which includes four vector mesons, p(770), p'(1450), 
p"(1700), and pw/(2169) as intermediate states in the coupling of the photon to the pion, good 
agreement with the experimental data is obtained.
While it may be that pQCD cannot totally explain the pion form factor, it has been success­
fully used in this chapter to discuss the possible contamination of the experimental evaluation 
from decay of the J/ip, as this depends not on the absolute normalization of the matrix elements 
but only on a comparison of the relative size of the leading order and next to leading  order 
matrix elements.
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Conclusion
This dissertation has traced the development of some important ideas in nuclear and particle 
physics. It started with the identification of the first elementary particles and discussed how 
these particles were detected and manipulated in various experiments. As experimenters were 
able to use higher and higher energies, they could examine details of the structure of matter 
more and more precisely. The connection between resolution and momentum was discussed 
and the motivation for modem accelerators with the ability to produce higher momenta was 
explained. The importance of symmetries in the development of physical theories was discussed 
and several important symmetry groups were mentioned including U(l) of electromagnetism, 
SU(3) flavor and color, and the Lorentz group from relativity. The connection of symmetries 
with conservation laws was introduced using a classical example. Using observations of con­
served quantities and their symmetries, a theory called the standard model evolved to help 
describe them. This theory includes the ideas of quantum mechanics and relativity to make 
a quantum field theory which explains fundamental phenomena in terms of a  set of fermions 
which are the constituents of matter and bosons which mediate the four fundamental forces.
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Quantum chromo-dynamics, QCD, is the part of this theory which describes the working of the 
strong force which acts between quarks and is mediated by bosons called gluons.
It is, in general, difficult to get answers from QCD because the coupling constant is large 
compared to other forces making the use of perturbation theory difficult: higher order diagrams 
which become negligible in QED continue to make large contributions to QCD calculations. The 
fact that the gluons themselves carry color and interact with each other produces additional 
diagrams which must be calculated. Fortunately, the SU(3) nature of the theory also leads to a 
decrease in the coupling at high momenta so that perturbation theory becomes useful in some 
cases. The calculation of the pion form factor was used to illustrate the use of this perturbative 
QCD or PQCD.
Another example used the idea of confinement, that is, that the quarks can never be by 
themselves but are always bound to other quarks, and the idea of asymptotic freedom, to justify 
the bag model of hadrons. The incorporation of another symmetry, chiral symmetry, into the 
bag model leads in a natural way to modeling the interaction of nucleons through one and two 
pion exchanges. A calculation was done to illustrate this method of understanding the strong 
interaction.
It is hoped that the introductory physics student has noted these important ideas which are 
at the heart of physics:
1. The theoretical aspects can never be divorced from the experimental; physics is intrinsi­
cally an experimental path to knowledge.
2. The goal of physics is to provide a mathematical model which can be used to understand 
the constituents of the universe and their dynamics; the development of the model is
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intrinsically theoretical and mathematical.
3. The symmetries which we observe all around us in nature provide guideposts for the 
development of the theory.
4. Even with a well developed theory, there is still a considerable amount of art and judge­
ment involved in connecting theory and experiment; physics can never be reduced to 
merely memorizing equations in which to plug numbers to get solutions to idealized prob­
lems.
5. The Standard Model is a quantum field theory which describes the four fundamental 
forces, the six leptons, the six quarks, and their interactions. These are the fundamental 
constituents of the universe as far as we know right now. The diverse and wonderful 
phenomena which surround us show the infinity  of ways in which these fundamental 
pieces can be put together.
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